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The CSS Alabama (foreground) dueling with the USS Kearsarge.
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II. Advanced Game
18.2 Pro-Union Optional Rules

18.1 Introduction to Optional Rules

To provide Rebel Raiders on the High Seas re-playability as well
as to handicap play balance between an experienced and less
experienced opponent or to explore “what if ” games, the following optional rules are provided (18.2-.9).
18.11 Selecting Optional Rules
Optional Rules can be chosen in one of the following manners:
• Both players agree, before the game begins, as to which
optional rule or rules will be used in the game.
• Both players agree that either or both shall roll for which
optional rules to use: a six-sided die for 18.2 & 18.3 random
selections.
Example: The players agree the Union will roll for one Optional rule, and that the Confederacy will get two rolls for
Optional rules, or vice versa. Alternately, Optional rules may
be selected from sections 18.2 or 18.3 based on their rating as
“Slight”, “Moderate” or “Significant” advantage ratings; i.e.,
“I’ll take one “Significant” Optional Rule and in return you
can select a “Moderate” and “Slight”—two for one!”

• Players should note that using more than one optional rule
per side for a game can cause wide swings of play-balance
and could make a game one-sided for either the Union or
the Confederacy. Of course, there’s nothing wrong with
this per-se, since these will just create new Rebel Raiders
game experiences to enjoy or endure: but be forewarned!
18.12 Optional rules as of sections 18.4-on are selected individually and do not use a die or any random selection method.
18.13 The Union player selects any optional rules first, using
whatever methodology both players agree to (see 18.11). The
Confederate player selects second.

18.14 Since these are optional rules, players may feel free to
adjust 18.2 and/or 18.3’s ratings of “Slight”, “Moderate”, and
“Significant” per their own perceptions. As designer Mark
McLaughlin often says when asked about options or “House
Rules” for those playing his designs at home, “Hey, it’s your
game.”

18.21 Hunt’s Artillery (Die Roll Bonus) Significant
The Union may expend a Build Point to buy a +1
modifier to an Assault die roll. Each modifier
added costs one Build Point and is good for one
Assault (offense or defense).

• The Union player expends a Build Point during the Build
Phase and places the Hunt’s Artillery reminder counter
on the next turn of the Turn Record Track; place the
counter side to “1” if one modifier was purchased, to “2” if
the maximum of two are purchased during a Production
Phase. This option is not available during any 1861 Turns.
• No more than one Hunt’s Artillery modifier may be added
to any single Assault or defense against a Confederate
Counterattack and it must be declared before dice are
rolled. Any bonuses that are not used are lost and do not
carry over to another turn.
• This rule allows an exception to Union Tactics, 11.63. Use
of a Hunt’s Artillery +1 modifier allows the Union player’s
maximum positive die roll modifier for a single Assault
resolution to be as much as +4.

18.22 Yankee Industry & Conscription Builds Moderate
• Each turn the Union player may roll one die for Yankee
Industry Builds. On a die roll of 1 the Union loses one Build
Point (i.e., August 1861, the usual Union 5 Build Points
would be reduced to 4); on a roll of 2 or 3 add one to the
number of Build Points available for that turn; on a roll
of 4 or 5 add two to the number of Build Points available
and on a roll of 6 add three to the number of Build Points
available. These Builds Points may not be used to purchase
additional Cannon pawns (but will obviously free regular
Build Points for that purpose).
• The Union player may roll for Conscription. This roll may
be in addition to or instead of a die roll for Yankee industry.
The die is rolled as above. Builds thus gained may not be
applied to building Ships (only to acquire cards and extra
Assaults).
• However, the penalty for rolling a 1 is different for Conscription. There is a VP penalty instead of loss of one Build
Point.
• During 1861 & 1862 Turns the Union player rolls one
die. Its result is the number of VPs awarded to the
Confederacy.
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• During 1863 and 1864 the Union player rolls two
dice. Their result is the number of VPs awarded to the
Confederacy.
• When a 1 isn’t rolled, there is a VP penalty inflicted on the
Union. For each Build Point gained from Yankee Industry
and Conscription, the Confederacy receives 2 VPs. This
reflects the economic and political costs incurred by the
North for pursuing such policies.
• The Union player is never required to roll for either Yankee
Industry or for Conscription, but once a roll is made the
costs and benefits are incurred.
Note: Yankee Industry and Conscription can provide the Union
with a significant bonus, with a pair of 6 die rolls potentially
adding a Cannon pawn, and two points towards the purchase of
a card with additional warships. Such a bonus, of course, comes
with a penalty, as that gain of 6 Build Points costs 12 VP awarded
to the Confederacy.
18.23 Two If By Sea: Extra Union
Amphibious Assaults Moderate
• The Union is normally limited to one Amphibious Assault per turn. The Union player may, however, upgrade
one Cannon pawn for use as an additional Amphibious
Assault. Such an upgrade costs 2 Build Points.
• This is in addition to the cost, or lack thereof, of a Cannon
pawn. Thus to upgrade one of the free Cannon pawns the
Union receives each turn would cost 2 Build Points.
Important: The Union may purchase only one such upgrade
per turn for use during the immediately following turn.
18.24 Increased Ship Building Significant
• The Union player receives a number of additional ships
equal to the last digit of the year of the current turn. Screw
Sloops and Gunboats may be taken (not Ironclads) as free
ships.
Examples: In an 1861 turn, the Union would receive one
ship; in 1862, two ships, in 1863, three ships and in 1864,
four ships.
• For each additional ship taken, the Confederacy gains 3
VPs.

18.25 Invincible Ironclads Optional Rule

Slight

Design Note: Ironclads proved very resilient to gunfire. Most
that were sunk were lost to mines and other “infernal machines”
or were abandoned and scuttled after sustaining heavy damage,
especially to their engines. Confederate Ironclads, in particular,
were also vulnerable to engine breakdowns and steering malfunctions which often led to their being burned by their crews to
prevent them from falling into enemy hands.

To represent the near-indestructibility of Ironclads, the following optional rules are available:
18.251 Ironclads in Combat
• When an Ironclad takes a hit from combat with other ships
or with Batteries (but not from a card event’s attack; e.g.,
a Ram, the David, the Hunley), the Ironclad is not sunk:
it is instead “Damaged,” and is flipped to its reverse “sunk”
side but not removed from the map to indicate that status.
• If it has not fired it may return fire in the round in which
it was hit, but after that the Ironclad plays no further part
in the battle: it may not fire or be selected as a target.
• Should a damaged Ironclad be caught in another round of
combat, it may not participate in that combat in any way
and is subject to rule 18.252.
• One or more damaged Ironclads in a Port have no ability
to prevent a River/Amphibious Assault (11.3).
18.252 Ironclads when Combat Concludes
• If a side retreats from combat, all its damaged Ironclads
are lost (sunk).
• If successfully defending a Port/Fort/Blockade Station
containing friendly damaged Ironclads; they remain in the
space (flipped to their “sunk” sides). If enemy forces gain
control of that Port/Fort/Blockade Station, however, the
damaged Ironclads are immediately destroyed.

18.253 Moving and Repairing Ironclads
•
Damaged Union Ironclads may be towed by
Screw Sloops. Otherwise, Damaged Ironclads,
both Union and Confederate, are reduced to
a single MP per turn.
• A Damaged Confederate Ironclad which starts the Build
Phase in a Confederate Port may be repaired at a cost of
two Builds or two Special Build Points per rule 14.32. The
Ironclad is immediately flipped over to its face-up, active
side. The Confederate Ironclad Raider CSS Stonewall
(card #74) is an exception: it can be repaired in a friendly
Neutral European Port at a cost of 2 Builds or two Special
Build Points, per rule 14.32.
• A damaged Union Ironclad which starts the Build Phase
in Cairo, St. Louis, Cinncinnati or the Navy Yards may be
repaired at a cost of one Build. The Ironclad is immediately
flipped over to its face-up, active side.
The repair of an Ironclad does not count against the normal
Build limit for a Port.
18.26 Superior Gunboat Engines/Blockade Tactics Moderate
Due to better than historical Gunboat propulsion
engineering and Blockade tactics, as of 1863 and
later, whenever the Union with at least one Gunboat in a Blockade Station rolls a natural 6 (not a
final die roll of six with modifiers) a Blockade Runner is automatically eliminated. If playing with this optional rule the
Union should roll first since—if a natural 6 die roll results for
a Gunboat—there’s no point for the Blockade Runner to make
a die roll.
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18.3 Pro-Confederacy Optional Rules

18.31 Arm & Train Local Militia Moderate
Per rule 14.32, the Confederacy may use Special Build Points
to buy extra game pieces. For Example, an extra Battery costs
4 Build Points.

• When the Confederacy is reduced to four or fewer Production Points, this capability increases to include the ability
to Arm & Train Local Militia.
For an expenditure of 2 or all Confederate
•
Production Points (AKA the same mechanic as used for purchase of a Counterattack) the Confederate player takes one of the
“Militia” player aid markers and places it on
the Turn Record Track for the current turn. A Militia
marker may also be acquired through expenditure of 2
Special Build Points, or 10 VPs, per rule 14.32.
• When the Union announces an Assault, the Confederate
player may place this marker on the Assaulted space, before
the Union player resolves the Assault. The Confederate
player then rolls one die for each Militia marker:
Die Roll
1
2-4
5-6

Confederate Militia
Result
No effect (Militia routs at first shot)
1 extra die to defend against Assault
2 extra dice to defend against Assault

• A “Militia” marker may not be carried over to another turn.
No more than four may be acquired during a single turn;
nor may more than two “Militia” markers be used to defend
against a single Union Assault. Militia may not be used for
a Confederate Counterattack.

18.32 Northern Draft Riots Significant
The Confederacy may roll for Draft Riots in the North. At the
start of each Union Build Phase during 1863 and 1864 roll one die.

• Compare that to the “tens” digit space on the Confederate
Victory Point Track. If the Victory Point Track number is
10 or less, only a die roll result of 1 triggers Draft Riots.
Otherwise, the number on the die must be the same or less
than the “tens” digit space to cause Draft Riots; i.e., if the
“tens” VP marker is on 20, then the Confederate die roll
result must be a 2 or less result causes a Draft Riot. This
means the more VP the Confederacy has, the greater the
chance, and with sufficient VP, certitude, for Draft Riots.
• During 1863, modify the die roll with a –1 for each failed
Union Assault (of any type). During 1864, modify the die
roll with a –1 for every two failed Union Assaults from
both cards and/or Cannon pawns during the just completed
Union Movement Phase which did not succeed in capturing a Confederate City, Port, or Fort (round fractions up,
three defeated Assaults would be a –2).
Important: Subtract one (–1) from the die roll if the Union
triggered the Emancipation Proclamation rule (17.3). This
is in addition to the die roll modifiers noted. Draft Riots
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may not occur on consecutive turns. Do not roll for Draft
Riots if they occurred the preceding turn.
• In the event of Draft Riots, the North may not purchase an
additional Assault or an additional card in this Build Phase.
• It also forfeits a number of Build Points equal to the “tens”
space on the Confederate VP track; i.e., if the “tens” VP
marker is on 20, then the Union forfeits 2 Build Points.

18.33 Union Commercial Interests Demand Protection Moderate
• Roll one die at the start of each Union Movement Phase.
If the number is equal to or less than the number of Confederate Raiders in play, at sea, and capable of Raiding, the
Union must have or move at least two Screw Sloops into
each Coastal Sea Zone, High Seas Zone and the Whaling
Zone containing one or more Raiders by the conclusion of
the Union turn.
• At the conclusion of the Union turn, the Confederacy
immediately receives 2 VPs for each Coastal, High Seas
and the Whaling Zone occupied by one or more Raiders
without at least two Screw Sloops present.

Slight
18.34 Privateers
• The Confederacy may roll to receive one free Raider a
turn. This roll is conducted at the start of the Confederate Build Phase. This Raider is in addition to the one that
may be purchased and does not cost any VPs. If available,
the Confederate player may search the deck to extract an
available “Named Raider” card; i.e., The CSS Alabama or as
of 1864, the CSS Shenandoah or CSS Stonewall. Reshuffle
the draw deck after selecting a Raider card.
• The procedure is the same as that to cause Draft Riots
(see 18.32) including a die roll modifier for Union Assault defeat(s) except that the roll may be made even if
the Union suffered no Assault defeat during the preceding
Movement Phase. Roll one die and if the number is at least
equal to that occupied by the “tens” VP marker (i.e., if the
VP marker is on 30, then the Confederate die must be a
1, 2 or 3) then the Confederacy receives one free Raider.
• The Raider may be placed in either of the European Neutral Ports (France & England or Spain). The Confederate
counter mix maximum of six Raiders continues to apply
with this rule in play.
Slight
18.35 Union Ironclad Design Conundrums
The Union Navy was constantly experimenting with modifying its Ironclads. Often these modifications led to delays in
production. To simulate this, each time the Union player builds
an Ironclad he rolls one die and consults the following table:
Die Roll
1-4
5
6
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Union Ironclad Design Conundrums
Result
The Ironclad is placed on the next turn track
as is normal.
The Ironclad is placed one turn later.
The Ironclad is replaced with a Gunboat (to show
a flawed design) and also placed one turn later.
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Slight
Political pressure on English manufacturers and outrage over the pronouncements of General Benjamin “Beast”
Butler dilute the effect of the Emancipation Proclamation on British, French and other European
governments vis a vis the Confederacy.
18.36 The Lion’s Roar

• To reflect this, when the Emancipation Proclamation event
(17.3) is played, roll a die for each of the following, if in
play:
• Royal Navy (#62), Maximillian (#61), and for each
of the 2 VP Cargo markers slated to be removed by the
Emancipation Proclamation.
• On a die roll of 6 that card or that marker remains in
play.
• Add one (+1) to the die if the Confederacy controls 16
or more cities.
• The Confederacy receives a free Blockade Runner during
each “Build Phase” in any map Port space containing a
British flag symbol.
• When using this optional rule, Union card #55, Diplomatic Pressure, when played, may be used to force the
discard of either Royal Navy or Maximillian if either
remained in play through a die roll of 6 or more. This ability
is in lieu of the card event and not in addition. Choice of
effect is the Union player’s.

18.4 Union Resolve

Union Resolve is an optional rule recommended
for use in the 1862 scenario (19.); but which may
be used in the Basic Game if both players agree
to do so. It can have a significant effect on play.
It must be used in conjunction with optional rule
18.6: Confederate Sudden Death Victory.
It should be noted that a special “Union Resolve” marker is
placed upon the Confederate Cites & Ports Lost Table. This
marker is for the Union Resolve optional rule only. The regular
Basic Game marker remains in play for use in determining
victory (16.).

18.41 Resolve Chits
The Union player pulls “Resolve” chits, a set of eleven provided
with the game back-printed on selected Confederate Battery
pieces, for Union Resolve at the conclusion of each Union player
turn of 1863 and 1864 before the Production Phase. If a shortage
of Confederate Battery pieces result from use of these “Union
Resolve” markers, players should draft an alternative set of “Union
Resolve” markers from another game’s blank counters.
• As of the April 1863 turn, the “Union Resolve” rule uses
a pool of ten chits, the ten chits are: five 1’s, three 2’s, and
two 3’s. When the Confederacy wins any Counterattack
either by card or Cannon pawn (11.9) as of August 1863
on, substitute a 4-value “Resolve” chit for one of the 1’s to
constitute the ten chits.

• For 1863 turns, the Union player pulls two “Resolve” chits.
In 1864 turns the Union player pulls three “Resolve” chits.
Use a cup as a randomizer (wide mouth ones work best).
• Union Resolve Situational modifiers. These are cumulative:
• If the Confederacy has 40 or more VPs, the Union takes
two additional chits.
• If the Confederacy has 20 or more VPs, the Union takes
one additional chit.
• If the Confederacy has 3-4 Raiders at Sea the Union
takes one additional chit.
• If the Confederacy has 5-6 Raiders at Sea the Union
takes one additional chit.
• If the Confederacy has 0 or fewer VPs, the Union takes
one fewer chit.
• If the Union controls Richmond, the Union takes two
fewer chits.
• If the Union controls Atlanta, the Union takes one fewer
chit.
• If the Union controls all three Mississippi River Ports
(New Orleans, Vicksburg and Memphis) the Union
takes one fewer chit.
• It is possible for the Union, due to taking fewer chits per the
preceding list and/or by holding more Confederate Cities/
Ports than can be possibly drawn for via “Resolve” chits, to
eliminate the need to calculate a turn’s Union Resolve.
• Return drawn chits to the randomizer cup so all 10 are
available next turn.

18.42 Using the “Confederate Cities & Ports Lost Track”
The “Union Resolve Cities” marker is placed on the
Confederate Cities and Ports Lost Track. When
Playing the Union Resolve rule, each Confederate
city falling to the Union does not count as one each
if otherwise indicated below. Rather, use the following values
and advance the “Union Resolve” marker on the Cities & Ports
Lost Track as appropriate. The marker may not advance further
than the “20” box of the table:

Richmond: 4
Atlanta: 3
Mobile: 2
• All three Mississippi Cities in Union Control (Memphis,
Vicksburg, New Orleans): 2 each when all are captured
(total of 6), otherwise the usual one each applies.
• Charleston & Savannah are both in Union Control: 2 each
(total of 4), otherwise the usual one each applies.
18.43 If—before commencing any Union Production Phase—
the total value of randomizer selected “Resolve” chits is greater
than the number of cities & Ports lost by the Confederacy per
the above valuations, which has some Confederate Cities worth
more than others (see 18.42), the Union fails its Resolve, with
the following effect:
•
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1st Failure: Draft Riots and Copperhead antiwar activity undermine the Union war effort.
The Union draws only two cards instead of
three a turn for 1863 and then three cards
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instead of four as of 1864. Place the “Fail Union Resolve
1” marker in the Union Navy Yards.
2nd Failure: Congressional support for the war
•
falters; Senators and Congressmen oppose the
administration over draft, budget, emancipation and writ of habeas corpus issues. State
governors agitate for shorter enlistments and fewer men
volunteer for the army. In addition to the “1st Union Resolve Failure” penalty, the Union draws one instead of two
free Cannon pawns a turn (additional Cannon pawns may
be purchased as usual during the Production Phase). Place
the “Fail Union Resolve 2” marker in the Navy Yards box.
• 3rd Failure: The Lincoln administration is forced to make
peace and recognize the Confederate States of America as
an independent nation. The game immediately ends in a
Confederate victory.

Union Resolve Example: It is August 1864 before the Union Production Phase. The Union, among other Cities/Ports it controls on
the Rebel Raiders map, has all three Mississippi Ports. The South
has 42 VP with two Raiders at sea, and the Cities & Ports Lost
Track shows eight of the South’s original 20 Cities and Ports are
lost. The “Union Resolve” marker is therefore on the “11” box of the
“Confederate Cities & Ports Lost Track”. The Confederacy won a
Counterattack during a prior turn to substitute the extra 4 for a 1
“Union Resolve Chit” within the “randomizer” (18.41).
The Union player would normally pull three “Resolve Chits” as it
is 1864. To that is added three more Chits for fulfilling both VP
level triggers: one chit since the South has between 20 or more VPs
and two more for having 40 VP or more. The Union player would
therefore pull six “Resolve Chits”. However, since the Union holds
the three Mississippi ports, the player pulls one fewer “Resolve Chit”,
and thus takes five chits from the “Randomizer”.
The five chosen are: 1, 2, 2, 3, 4 for a total of twelve. As that is greater
than the “11” shown on the number of Cities and Ports lost by the
track’s “Union Resolve Cities” marker, the Union fails its resolve.
If this is the first time it fails, the Union will now draw only three
instead of four cards a turn for the duration of the game. If this
were the second time Union Resolve failed, the penalty would be
a draw of three cards and the Union would receive one instead of
two free Cannon pawns a turn. If this were the third such failure
of Union Resolve, the game would end with a Confederate victory.
Game Developer’s Note: Although capturing key Confederate Cities will increase the chances of Union Resolve not wavering, those
new to the game as a Union player, or who wish to be merciful to
a Union victim of really poor luck, may find this rule a bit harsh.
In that case, players may agree before beginning a game to ignore
one or more failures of Union Resolve. Alternatively, providing
one of the Pro-Union optional rules (e.g., 18.21’s Hunt’s Artillery)
to help the Northern player compensate for the pressure of Union
Resolve could equalize things.
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18.5 Lee Goes West (or otherwise outside Virginia)

Design Note: An oft speculated American Civil War “What If ”
concerns the effect Robert E. Lee could have had on the war’s course
had he been willing to serve outside Virginia. This optional rule
allows players to explore this possibility. Note that Jackson, who
is linked to Lee with his card, remains fixed in Virginia per card
#104, Stonewall Jackson.

18.51 At the start of December 1861 turn, set card #60, Bobby
Lee, aside—it is not shuffled into the deck. Automatically
make it one of the cards the Confederate player draws for the
December 1861 turn’s Production Phase. The Lee card is one of
the Confederate player’s draws (randomly choose any others).

18.52 Once in the Confederate player’s hand, he may attempt
to use the Lee card to defend any Confederate space of choice,
not just Fredericksburg or Richmond.
•

If the Lee card is in the Confederate
player’s hand and not yet in play, roll
a die when an Assault the card could
influence takes place: on a 1-2 Lee
refuses to leave Virginia and may only be used in Virginia.
Place the Lee “reminder” marker on the map near the subject
space (Richmond, Fredericksburg, or Norfolk).
• If a 3-6 is rolled, the Lee “reminder” marker may be placed
in any Confederate space, including a Union-occupied space
facing Confederate counterattack (which Lee would be used
to influence).
• The Lee card is placed face-up by the Confederate player and
available to influence an Assault.
• If the Lee card is already face-up in play and the Lee “reminder” marker placed in a Virginia space, roll a die: on a
1-4 Lee refuses to leave Virginia and may only be used to
influence Assaults on Fredericksburg/Richmond/Norfolk.
On a die roll of 5-6, the Confederate Player may remove
the Lee reminder marker and place it near the Turn marker
to indicate its availability to be placed anywhere. There is no
limit to the number of attempts to get Lee to leave Virginia
under this optional rule.
18.53 If Lee is moved to defend a space other than Richmond/
Fredericksburg/Norfolk, however, Lee must remain in defense
of that space for the duration of the turn. Thereafter, place the
Lee reminder marker near the Turn marker to indicate its availability to be placed anywhere the Confederate player chooses for
the following turn. Lee is able able to defend against multiple
Assaults on that space, until one of three events occurs:
• That city falls, in which case a die is rolled with one subtracted
from the result if Lee was defending a space in Virginia:
1-2: Lee is returned to the player’s hand, and may be used
to defend Fredericksburg/Richmond, or any another
Confederate space per this optional rule.
3-5: The Lee card is returned to the draw pile and that draw
pile is shuffled. If Lee is subsequently drawn into the
Confederate player’s hand, the card may be used to defend
Fredericksburg/Richmond as stated on the card, or at
another location per this rule 18.52’s first bullet point.
6:
Lee is removed from the game (considered killed).
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• A Union card is played to remove Lee from command, in
which case roll as above or,
• The Confederate player chooses to transfer Lee back to
Virginia. Place the Lee reminder marker near the Turn
marker to indicate Lee is available for placement anywhere
on the map the following turn.
Important: In addition to the preceding, if Lee is in Virginia
when an Assault is declared against a space in Virginia, he
may be placed in any space adjacent to Richmond. This
broadens his scope of operation to include Goldsboro and
Lee may shift between two or more spaces per turn. However,
once another space is entered during a single turn, the Lee
leader Assault die re-roll is reduced to one for the remainder
of the turn.
Example: Lee is used for a Confederate Counterattack on Unionoccupied Norfolk with two die re-rolls available. On the Union portion of the same turn; Lee relocates to successfully defend Richmond
against a Union Assault and then again to defend another Union
Assault against Goldsboro. Only a single Confederate Assault die
re-roll is permitted for each defense subsequent to the Confederate
Norfolk Counterattack which Lee is involved with for the remainder of the turn.

18.6 Confederate Sudden Death Victory

This rule ‘must’ be played in conjunction with Union Resolve,
Optional rule 18.4.
18.61 Starting with the April 1863 Turn, the Confederacy may
score an immediate Sudden Death victory at the conclusion of
any Phase (including a Union Phase) in which it has 50 VPs or
more and meets both of the following conditions:

• The Confederacy controls at least 16 of its 20 original
Cities and Ports, including both Richmond and Atlanta
and at least one of the following Mississippi River Ports:
Memphis, Vicksburg or New Orleans, and
• The Union has failed at least one Union Resolve die roll.

18.62 This rule may also be played without the Union Resolve
optional rule. In this case ignore the second 18.61 bullet point.

18.7 Increased Blockade Runner Cargo Value
Design Note: Once players figure out how to best utilize the
Union’s superior naval resources to create an effective blockade (it
is something of a puzzle and hopefully an element of what makes
this an interesting game), the Confederates may find this optional
rule of play-balance helpful. This is a pure “what if ” since, as the
war dragged on and the Union Blockade tightened, becoming
ever more difficult to evade, those Blockade Runners who could
get through found their cargoes of far greater value than when
the war began. Unfortunately for the Confederacy, much of this
cargo was consumer goods which reaped huge personal profits for
the Runner crews and owners. What armaments and munitions
did get through had minimal impact on the war effort as events
spiraled to their historic conclusion. This optional rule presumes
support of the military as the primary Blockade Running goal.

18.71 Increased Cargo Value through Loss of Confederate Cities &
Ports
# of Confederate
Cities/Ports Lost
9-12

13-16

17-19
20

Effect on Value of Blockade Runner Cargo
Each 2 VP Cargo landed is worth 3 VP
Each 2 VP Cargo landed is worth 4 VP

Each 2 VP Cargo landed is worth 4 VP
and each 1 VP Cargo landed is worth 2 VP

N/A (no place left to land any Cargo)

18.72 Increased Cargo Value Through Time
Ignore the 18.71 table for all turns 1864 and beyond. Each 2
VP Cargo successfully landed is worth 4 VPs and each 1 VP
Cargo successfully landed is worth 2 VPs.

18.73 Union play of card #40, Satin & Lace, No Guns, halves
each Confederate Cargo piece’s VP value for a turn. Fractions
are lost for each VP Cargo unloaded.

18.8 “Tournament” Levels of Victory

Players may wish to play a tournament series of Rebel Raiders
games, with the player scoring the most Tournament Points
winning the series. A tournament may be between two or more
players. In such tournament play, the number of Tournament
Points awarded vary depending on the level of game victory a
player achieves.
18.81 Union “Tournament” Victory Levels:
• The Union receives a Legendary Victory (3 Tournament
Points) if it gains a Sudden Death victory on or before the
conclusion of the December 1864 turn.
• The Union receives a Strategic Victory (2 Tournament
Points) for any win in which both Richmond and Atlanta
are in Union control at the end of turns 12 or 13 (if turn
13 occurs per card #36, If It Takes All Summer).
• The Union receives a Marginal Victory (1 Tournament
Point) for any other win.

18.82 Confederate “Tournament” Victory Levels:
• The Confederacy receives a Legendary Victory (3 Tournament Points) if it wins the game with 12 or more Cities
and Ports in its control, and controls Richmond, Atlanta
and at least one of the following Mississippi River Ports:
Memphis, Vicksburg or New Orleans. (If the Confederate
Sudden Death optional rule 18.6 is in use and the Confederacy wins in that manner, it also receives a Legendary
Victory)
• The Confederacy receives a Strategic Victory (2 Tournament Points) if it wins the game with 12 or more cities,
at least one of which must be either Richmond or Atlanta
and at controls at least one of Memphis, Vicksburg or New
Orleans.
• The Confederacy receives a Marginal Victory (1 Tournament Point) if it wins the game in any other manner than
above.
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18.9 Confederate “Mississippi Survival” Bonus VPs

Design Note: The longer the war dragged on with the Confederacy
retaining a presence on the vital Mississippi River, the more difficult it became to maintain Union focus on victory. Therefore, at the
end of each year of war that concludes without Union achievement
of complete victory in controlling the Mississippi, the Confederate
player receives “Bonus VPs” for each Mississippi Port under control.

18.91 If the Union player has not achieved victory by the conclusion of a December turn, the Confederate player rolls the
indicated die/dice for “Bonus VPs”.
At end of
Union December
Turn for the year
1861

1862-1864

Amount of VP Awarded the Confederacy
One die each: Memphis, Vicksburg, New
Orleans

Two dice each: Memphis, Vicksburg, New
Orleans

18.92 Prior to commencing a game, the players may agree to
additional dice or fixed amounts of VPs at the end of each year.
The intent of this optional rule is to mitigate the “Death Spiral”
effect that experienced players may notice as Confederate VP
penalties for losses of their Cities/Ports and an ever increasingly
effective Union Naval Blockade entail.
This rule also compels the Union to sustain the same type of
pressure to seize the Mississippi as quickly as possible, as historically experienced, or risk a potentially significant VP penalty.
Since this is an optional rule, players may feel free to adjust or
bid Mississippi City Confederate VPs based on their play balance perceptions. What is here provided is the formula Rebel
Raiders testers found fair.
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19. 1862 Game Start
19.1 Introduction
Design Note: The first year of the war went the South’s way. Save
for the loss of a pair of comparatively minor forts at Henry and
Donelson on the Tennessee River, 12 months after the first shots
were fired at Fort Sumter, the Confederacy remained relatively
inviolate. All that changed in April 1862.
From those twin forts Ulysses Simpson Grant began his march—
an operation that would bring about the bloodiest day of the war
yet—the battle of Shiloh. It was said at the time that after Shiloh,
the South never smiled again.
And with good reason: for while Grant and Sherman—aided by
a pair of gunboats—were battling Albert Sydney Johnston and
Pierre Gustav Beauregard at Shiloh Church, four massive Union
fleets were raising anchor.
The first, the West Gulf Squadron under Farragut, with Porter
and his mortar boats, headed for New Orleans and its protective
shield, Forts Jackson & St. Philip. A second armada, carrying
General Burnside’s army, aimed for New Berne on the Carolina
coast. A third, a massive river squadron of some 40 ships, including
nine ironclads, left from Cairo, Illinois to besiege Island No. 10.
Meanwhile a fourth fleet, carrying George B. McClellan and his
vaunted Army of the Potomac, set off for the Virginia Peninsula.
Its target was Norfolk, where in March two small lumbering
ironclads had made history in a contest that signaled the end of
the era of the wooden warship.
All four of these naval assaults would succeed (although McClellan’s
subsequent advance on Richmond was rebuffed). By early May,
not only were these key ports and forts in Union hands, but most
of the eastern seaboard—from Virginia through the Carolinas
and into Georgia, along with key parts of the Gulf—were under
blockade. Confederate raiders were at sea, and there was no shortage
of brave, cocky and greedy captains ready to run the blockade, but
for the South, the war at sea and on the rivers had taken a decisive
and mortal turn…
Players must sort through their resepective card decks to set
aside those cards needed for the 1862 Game Start Setup; some
will be in play, some in the players’ hands, and others in their
respective card discard piles, as indicated below.
Card Symbol Key

In Play
In Discard Pile
In Hand

With the exception of card #24, From Sea to Shining Sea—
providing the Union four High Sea-borne Amphibious Assaults
if the historical 1862 targets are selected—game play and victory
is per the Basic Game. Players may feel free to add in any or all
of the optional rules, including the Union Resolve rule. This rule
is recommended, as the scenario otherwise favors the Union.
Mortar-schooner engaged against Fort Jackson
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19.3 Union Set Up

19.2 Confederate Set Up

16 Blockade Runners: One in each green (Neutral)
Port, plus one each in New Berne, Wilmington,
Charleston, Savannah, Pensacola and Mobile. Roll
one die for each Blockade Runner: on a 4-6 it is
placed loaded with a Cargo marker. Those which start in France
& England, Spain, New Berne, Wilmington, Charleston and
Savannah begin with a 2 VP Cargo marker if successful on this
roll; all other Blockade Runners, if successful, begin with a 1
VP Cargo marker.
2 Raiders: One in the France & England Neutral
Port and one in any Atlantic High Sea Zone adjacent to the Bay of Biscay Zone.
1 Ironclad: Placed in Norfolk.

3 Command Markers: Farragut in the West Gulf,
Porter in the New Orleans Blockade Station and
Foote in Cairo.

13 Screw Sloops: Four in the Farragut Command
Box, two in the Norfolk Blockade Station, two in
the Navy Yards, and one in each of the following
Sea Zones: Hatteras, South Atlantic, North Atlantic, Mid-Atlantic and East Gulf.

12 Gunboats: Four in the Foote Command Box,
two in the Porter Command Box, two in the New
Berne Blockade Station, one in the Navy Yards,
and one each in the Norfolk, Charleston and Savannah Blockade Stations.
2 Ironclads: One in the Norfolk Blockade Station,
one in Cairo.

4 Gunboats: One each in Norfolk and Forts Jackson & St.Philip, two in Memphis.

2 Control Markers: A “Fort Control”
marker on the Forts Henry & Donelson space, and a “Union Control”
marker on Louisville.

18 Batteries: Place one each in Richmond, Norfolk, New Berne, Wilmington, Pensacola, Forts
Jackson & St. Philip, Baton Rouge, Memphis,
Island No. 10, and Chattanooga; place two each
in Charleston, Savannah, Mobile, and New Orleans.

VP Marker: Set at 30 VPs.

1862 turn).

City and Port Loss: Set aside, as none yet lost.

Turn Marker: Set on April 1862 (with Union side up).

Confederate Cannon Pawn: Placed on the August
1862 space on the Turn Track.

4 Cannon Pawns: The Union has four
Cannon pawns available (Due to mandatory play of card #24, From Sea to
Shining Sea during the Union April

19.4 1862 Game Start Options for the Union

19.41 The game begins with the Union half of the April 1862
Turn (i.e., Turn 4); the Confederacy is assumed to have already
played its half of the turn and the battle of Shiloh has been
fought.
19.42 The Union has four Cannon pawns available (through
mandatory play of card #24, From Sea to Shining Sea) and

Union mortar
boats in action at
Island No. 10

• May use all of them to make up to four Amphibious Assault this turn.
• Those Amphibious Assaults may be used only to attack
the following Confederate Ports and Forts: Forts Jackson
& St. Philip, New Orleans, Norfolk and New Berne (the
historical targets of the Union’s April 1862 Turn). This
game start is associated with Union cards per 19.51.
• The Union may forego using all pawns for Amphibious
Assaults and instead elect to use one or two of them for
river or land attacks. Any deviation from the four historical
Amphibious Assault targets results in the Union making
only the Amphibious Assaults usually allowed by card #24,
From Sea to Shining Sea. Remember, card #24 is the
one-time exception to the usual limit of one Amphibious
Assault per turn.
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The following six cards are in the Confederate player’s hand:
#60, Bobby Lee
#71, CSS Manassas
#94, To the Dark Shores
#100, Battle Flags North!
#104, Stonewall Jackson
#110, Hulks, Rafts & Chains

The following two cards are in the Confederate player’s Discard
Deck:
#70, CSS Virginia
#88, P.G.T. Beauregard (reshuffle it back into the Confederate Deck for December 1862’s draw)

Shuffle all other Confederate cards to form the Confederate
Draw Deck.

19.5 Card Setup for 1862 Scenario

Although the preceding set-up instructions apply to all versions
of this variant; the 1862 optional Game Setup may be played
in one of three ways in terms of cards. Players should choose one
of the following options before commencing play:
A. Historic
B. Modified Historic
C. Open Cards

19.51 Historic Union Cards (Options A & B)
The following four cards are in play (set face-up before the
Union player):

#2, David Dixon Porter (place by Porter Command Box)
#8, Grant Takes Command
#24, From Sea to Shining Sea (event must be played this
turn; card is then Discarded.)
#37, USS Hartford (place by the Farragut Command Box)

The following seven cards are in the Union player’s Hand (this
is a special exception to the usual hand limit of six cards):
#12, USS Iroquois
#13, USS Brooklyn
#15, USS Carondelet
#18, USS Tyler
#23, USS Mississippi
#35, Eads’ Ironclads
#38, USS Queen of the West

19.53 Historic Cards Mandatory Use (Option A)
19.531 The Union begins the game with seven cards in hand.
By the end of the Union turn, however, the Union must ensure
that either through play or discard that the hand is reduced to
the usual six or fewer cards.
In addition, the following Union cards may only be played in a
combat where Farragut is present this turn. Place these by the
Farragut Commander’s Box as a reminder:
#13, USS Brooklyn
#23, USS Mississippi

Furthermore, the following Union cards may only be played in
a combat where Foote is present this turn. Place these by the
Foote Commander’s Box as a reminder:
#15, USS Carondelet
#18, USS Tyler
#38, USS Queen of the West

Any of the above five cards that are not played this turn may
be kept, although the Union Player must end the turn with no
more than six cards in his hand.

19.532 The following Confederate cards may only be played
in combat occurring in Forts Jackson and St. Philip or New
Orleans this turn:
#71, CSS Manassas
#110, Hulks, Rafts & Chains

The following cards are in the Union player’s Discard Deck:

If the Confederate player elects not to play either or both of the
above cards those cards may remain in the Confederate hand.

#19, USS Monitor
#30, Gustavus Fox
#31, John Dahlgren

Shuffle all other Union cards to form the Union Draw Deck.
19.52 Historic Confederate Cards (Options A & B)
The following card is in play (set face-up before the Confederate player):
#83, Trent Affair

The Carondelet fighting Ft. Donelson, February 13, 1862
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19.54 Historic Cards Optional Use (Option B)
The players are not restricted by the limits of 19.531 and 19.532,
and may play those cards wherever and whenever desired.
19.55 Open Card Selection for 1862 Scenario (Option C)
19.551 Union Cards: The following cards are in play (set faceup before the Union player):

#2, David Dixon Porter (place by Porter Command Box)
#8, Grant Takes Command
#24, From Sea to Shining Sea (event must be played this
turn; card is then Discarded)
#37, USS Hartford (place by the Farragut Command Box)

The following cards are in the Union Discard Deck:
#19, USS Monitor
#30, Gustavus Fox
#31, John Dahlgren

The raider CSS Sumter in New Orleans, 18 June, 1862

20. Design and Historical Notes

Shuffle all other Union cards to form the Union Draw Deck.

The Union player then draws five cards from the deck (the sixth
card was #24, From Sea to Shining Sea). Per rule 14.42,
“Winter Quarters”, the Union player may immediately discard
one or more of these cards and replace each with a fresh card
from the Draw Deck.
Play then commences per the usual 1862 Scenario setup but
without any mandatory attacks. The Union player is free to attack per card #24, From Sea to Shining Sea.

19.552 Confederate Cards: The following card is in play (set
face-up before the Confederate player):
#83, Trent Affair

The following cards are in the Confederate Discard Deck:

#70, CSS Virginia
#88, P.G.T. Beauregard (reshuffle it back into the Confederate deck for the December 1862 draw)

Shuffle all other Confederate cards to form the Confederate
Draw Deck.

The Confederate player then selects six cards from the deck.
Per Rule 14.42, “Winter Quarters”, the Confederate player may
immediately discard one or more of these cards and replace each
with a fresh card from the Draw Deck.

19.6 Suggested Optional Rule: Union Resolve

Reminder: It is highly suggested (but not required) that the
Union Resolve optional rule (18.4) be used for this scenario.

The sinking of the CSS Alabama off Cherbourg, 19 June, 1864

Rebel Raiders is a game. It is an abstract representation and
not a simulation of the American Civil War, with emphasis on
the war upon the waters—the High Seas and great rivers of
the North American continent.

Although many ships were sunk during the course of that
war, far more were merely damaged and put out of action temporarily or, especially in the case of blockade runners, captured.
The removal of ship counters from combat (or in the case of
blockade runners, from being caught) does not necessarily
reflect their being sunk.
Although specific ships are identified via the game’s cards,
these cards do not represent every ship which could possibly
have been named. Sacrifices had to be made to keep the Rebel
Raiders game detail manageable.

It is for this reason “named ship” cards are recyclable and
can appear more than once during the course of a Rebel Raiders game. When a particular ship card appears again, it is not
for the specific vessel noted, but for another of similar class for
which there is no card. For example, the second time the CSS
Virginia is drawn, it is not necessarily the Virginia; but could
instead represent the CSS Arkansas, a renowned Confederate
ironclad for which the game lacks a unique card.

The Confederacy built and armed but a single Raider from
continental North America. All others were built abroad. This
single Raider was the CSS Sumter—Raphael Semmes’ first
command. The Sumter was originally the barque Havana and
was in New Orleans when hostilities broke out. She was immediately outfitted for war with an 8-inch pivot gun and four
32-pounder cannons.

The Sumter ran the blockade into the Gulf of Mexico 18
June 1861—at the end of Turn 1 (April) of the Rebel Raiders
game. She outran the Union’s Brooklyn and Powhattan and on
29 June “was nowhere to be seen” as the Brooklyn’s log reports.
She raided for six months, and eventually wound up out of
coal, with boilers corroded, at Gibraltar with a powerful Union
naval squadron waiting for her to come out. Semmes paid off
his crew and took passage on a passenger ship for Nassau and
from there went to England to take over the famous Confederate Raider Alabama.
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The Sumter was auctioned off and a British merchant
removed her guns, raised the English flag, and used her as a
blockade runner! The ship was eventually lost foundering in a
gale after a few successful runs. The Sumter sank seven ships
and took another eleven as prizes. By reciting this tale, players
should note the type and amount of research which went into
Rebel Raiders and how design compromises were made.

Another design decision—rather than clutter up the game,
its map and rules with varying damage/capture markers, the
repair and reassignment of such ships is represented in the
Builds mechanism. Thus ships that are placed in the Build
Phase in a port or the Union Naval Yards do not necessarily
represent “new” ships, but also include those returned to port
for repair and refit. Similarly, while a blockade runner could
make two or even three trips across the Atlantic in the course
of a four-month-long turn (or make even more to closer ports
such as Bermuda, Nassau, Havana or the West Indies), not
every such voyage or every ship making such a voyage would
necessarily bring back enough cargo to significantly influence
the Confederacy’s war making potential, political position or
economic condition. Rather than attempt to so qualify each run,
or to represent seasonal wind and weather conditions, let alone
the time required to repair or refit ships between voyages, these
have all been factored into the MP limitation.
An abstract design approach was taken with the raiding
game mechanism in that every High Sea Zone is capable of
producing the same VP results for the Confederacy.

Furthermore, principles of an ‘Inner’ and ‘Outer’ Blockade
are reflected by the game’s Blockade Station spaces (“Inner”)
and that Union Steam Sloops have the unique ability to possibly intercept Blockade Runners in North American Coastal
High Sea Zones (reflecting the “Outer” Blockade).  How much
strength to devote to inner and outer blockading is but one of
the challenges a Union player faces.

One may wonder why stacks of Union sloops—particularly
during the late war period when the North can often bring
overwhelming naval strength to bear—cannot be used as stacks
to hunt down those elusive raiders. Put simply, it should not
happen, it could not happen, and it will not happen in the game
without some really great dice rolling on the Union player’s part.
Think about it: the Union did not typically operate in giant
Trafalgar-like fleets on the high seas. That only occurred when it
attacked a port like Mobile Bay. Also, in this age, the chances of
a fleet finding a single Raider were virtually nil, and the Union
knew it. They would send out ships, scatter them about known
sea lanes used by merchantmen and whalers, send others out
to cruise ports in the area, etc.—not do a grand naval tour. In
other words, they would not stay together.

The odds of even two sloops being at the same spot at the
same time would be rare. From historical readings this only
happened once, off a port in the Caribbean, where one Union
ship sighted the rebels in port, came in and almost quite literally brushed alongside, then went out of territorial waters to
wait for the rebel ship to come out, while another Union ship
was coming in from the other side of the island by chance to
get coal... “and the rebel slipped out under fog”.
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Interception of a raider by multiple sloops is only possible
if more than one sloop has exactly the same Speed Roll which
is superior to that of the raider. This is not easy to do lacking
some remarkable Interception dice rolling and is a game balance
mechanic concession.

Land combat has been similarly abstracted and greatly
simplified, as has been the political and diplomatic situation.
However, basic decisions as to a land offensive’s strategic direction; i.e., whether the Union should concentrate on the Mississippi, the east, or a march down the center of the map upon
Atlanta, interspersed with possible amphibious assaults upon
the Confederacy’s ports, are left to the player.

Confederate ports without land lines of communication
(e.g., Galveston) aren’t really isolated from the mainland. They
are so depicted to reflect a limitation of conducting major land
assaults to and from them; although the Confederates can
launch an assault against an isolated Union conquered port or
even a river-accessible-only Union-held prize (such as New
Orleans) through play of card #103, Uprising!

Then there’s the unique way Chattanooga has been treated.
Chattanooga is a Confederate Inland City with a Blue LOC
connecting it to the Henry and Donelson Fort space. That line
allows the Union to attack, but not the Confederacy, which
would have found that route to a Union-held Henry and Donelson impossible due to abstractly represented Federal naval
forces.

The cards were designed and chosen to give both additional historical flavor and increased replay value to the game.
They also allow for the possibility of “what if ” results. Such as
attacking Chattanooga from the Henry and Donelson River
Fort before first capturing Nashville. As there are more cards
than can be possibly drawn in the game by either side, historical events as such Hood’s 1864 offensive, the Trent Affair, and
Grant Takes Command may—or may not—occur. Other events
incorporate historical occurrences not readily apparent from the
cards themselves; for example, card #34, Loose the Fateful
Lightning, includes the effect of colored troops’ mass enlistments into Federal ranks as the war progressed.

Some events believed or feared possible—as represented
by The Royal Navy, Maximillian and the CSS Stonewall
Raider—may, in the right circumstances, occur. Either way,
players have the chance to explore a variety of strategies and possibilities that could have affected the outcome of the American
Civil War. This possibility to “explore” is made more so through
the game’s offered optional rules. Players may wonder why Rebel
Raiders has but a single optional game start, 1862 (19), and not
alternatives for 1863 or 1864, as some other American Civil
War games portray. This is due to this game’s focus on the naval
aspects of the conflict. Starting a Rebel Raiders game for each of
the war’s later years would be akin to commencing a strategic
World War II game with 1944—the winning side from a naval
perspective would not be in doubt barring the most extreme
luck with dice and cards.
We hope you enjoy Rebel Raiders on the High Seas!
—Mark G. McLaughlin, Game Designer
—Fred Schachter, Game Developer/Editor
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21. Rule Examples of Play:
Rule 7.78 Procedure: Search and Speed Rolls For
Ships & Stacks

Example One: Two Confederate Blockade Runners are in
Norfolk. A Union Gunboat and Screw Sloop are in the Norfolk Blockade Station. One Blockade Runner moves from the
Port to the Station. The Union elects to roll two dice—one for
each ship in the Station. He rolls a 5 for the Gunboat and a 6
for the Screw Sloop. Since there’s a chance the Blockade Runner may be caught, the Confederate player rolls a die, adding
+2. The die roll result is a 3, which is modified to a 5. As the
Blockade Runner wins ties, the Sloop that rolled a 5 fails to
find it; the Sloop that rolled the “6,” however, succeeds, and
the Confederate ship is caught and thus destroyed. The other
Blockade Runner in the Port may now try its luck following
the same procedure.

Example Two: A Confederate Raider moves into that same
Norfolk Blockade Station. This time there are two Gunboats
and a Screw Sloop in the Blockade Station. The Union elects
to roll each ship individually, as above. One Union Gunboat
rolls a 5 as above and the Screw Sloop and one Gunboat each
roll a 6. The Confederate player rolls a 2, which is modified (by
the Raider’s +3) to a 5. The Raider avoids one Gunboat but is
caught by the Screw Sloop and the second Gunboat and thus
engages the Sloop and one Gunboat—ignoring the second
Gunboat—in Naval Combat.

Example Three: A Confederate Raider moves into that same
Norfolk Blockade Station. This time the Union player elects to
roll as a stack. He chooses the Screw Sloop and adds one to the
die. The Union player rolls a 5, which is modified to a 6 (adding
one for the Gunboat). Since there’s a chance the Raider may
be caught, the Confederate player rolls a 2 which is modified
to a 5.The Union stack catches the Raider, and the stack (both
ships) will engage the Raider in Naval Combat.

Example Four: A Confederate Raider and a Blockade Runner
are in the Hatteras Coastal Sea Zone. Three Union Sloops
move into the Hatteras zone. The Union player declares that
two Sloops will search for the Raider and one for the Blockade
Runner. The one Sloop Searching for the Blockade Runner rolls
a 5. The Blockade Runner rolls a 3 which is modified to a 5. As
the Runner wins ties, it is successful and evades the Sloop. The
two Sloops searching for the Raider now roll. One rolls a 4 and
the other a 5. The Confederate player rolls for the Raider and
gets a 1. This is modified to a 4, which successfully evades the
Sloop that rolled a 4 (as the Raider wins ties). The Sloop that
rolled a 5, however, catches the Raider, and that Sloop engages
the Raider in Naval Combat.
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Example Five: The
Confederates build a
Raider in Neutral
S p a i n ( E u ro p e a n
Port). The Union
mo ves a stac k of
three Screw Sloops to
the Bay of Biscay
space. D uring the
next turn’s Confederate Movement Phase,
the Raider attempts
to break out into the
High Sea, but must
first evade the three
Sloops. The Union
player rolls one die
for each Sloop obtaining rolls of 6, 5
and 5. The Confederate player rolls a 1—
and grumbles of
achieving the lowodds dreaded failed
evasion die roll result—for even with
the Raider’s +3 to the
die roll, all Union
rolls beat the Raider’s
4 result! In the ensuing Naval Combat
the Raider must engage the Sloops. The first Naval Combat is against the Sloop
that rolled the 6. The Raider survives the first round of battle
(lucky Raider!). It then engages the two Sloops that each rolled
5, and despite four die rolls (see 10.3), the Union fails to sink
the Raider, which also misses. None of the combatants are hit.
Rather than fight another round of Naval Combat against the
two Sloops, the Raider elects to withdraw, and retreats from
the Bay of Biscay space to the adjacent Canary Islands space
where a “Movement Complete” marker is placed upon it. The
Raider may expend no more MPs for the turn (10.36).
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Enter the
Chesapeake
(1 MP)

Enter Hatteras and
search for Blockade
Runner (1 MP + 2MP
to search)

Example Six: A Union
Sloop commences
movement in the Navy
Yards. It moves to the
Hatteras Coastal Sea
Zone (2 MPs) which
is occupied by two
Confederate Blockade Runners. Only a
single Runner may be
searched for (2 MPs).
The Union player selects a target and then
rolls one die to search,
per 7.97. After search
resolution, the Sloop
continues movement to
The Keys (2 MPs). This
expends the Sloop’s full
movement allowance of
six (6 MPs).

On to The Keys (+2 MP)

Rule 8.1 How to Raid

die roll of 1-3
= 0 VP

die roll of 4-5
= 1 VP

die roll of 6
= 2 VP

Example One: A Confederate Raider begins its turn in the
North Atlantic Sea Zone. There are no Union Sloops in the
Zone; it is undefended. Consequently, the Confederate player
could spend all six of the Raider’s MPs to make three Raids.
Three dice are rolled and the Confederates receive 1 VP for
each 4 or 5 die roll, or 2 VPs for each die roll of 6.
The side-wheel steamer USS Sassacus ramming the ironclad CSS
Albemarle in Albemarle Sound, North Carolina, May 5, 1864.
© 2013 GMT Games, LLC
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Example Two: Alternatively, the North Atlantic Raider could
roll a single die with a +2 for a successful Raid with a die roll of 2,
3, 4, 5, or 6. A result of 4, 5, 6, would award 2 VPs for the Raid.

Example Two: Atlanta is controlled by the Union. Atlanta is
connected by red Land Lines to several cities and Forts, any one
of which may be the target of attack by a Union Cannon pawn.

Example Three: A Raider occupies the Whaling Grounds Zone
from the preceding turn. During that turn’s Union Movement
Phase, two Union Steam Sloops enter the Zone, but are unsuccessful in their attempts to find and destroy the Raider. It is
now a new turn. Feeling feisty, the Confederate player spends
2 MPs and attempts a Raid despite the two Sloops’ presence.

• Both Union Sloops roll intercept dice. The results are a 4
and 1. Since the Raider adds three (+3) to its evasion die,
there is no point to the Confederate player rolling to evade.
Instead, the Raid is resolved with a die roll of 3. No VPs
for the Confederate.
• The Raider then attempts a second Whaling Grounds Raid
by expending 2 more MPs. Both Union Sloops again roll
one die each and get a pair of 5’s. The Raider, now with
a +2 to its evasion die roll, rolls a 3 which ties the two
Union dice rolls. No combat ensues; the Raider rolls a die
to resolve the Raid, this time getting a 4 for 2 VPs.
• The Raider spends its final 2 MPs for a third Raid (daring
Raider, eh?). The Sloops roll a 6 and 2. With a +1 to its
evasion die roll, the Raider rolls a 2 and is caught and must
engage the Union Sloop that rolled the 6. However, fortune
favors the Raider and it sinks the Union Sloop (see 8.2).
The Raid is then resolved with a die roll of 6 for two more
Confederate VPs.

Example Three: The Northern player places a Union Assault
pawn and moves a single Screw Sloop into the undefended Port
of Key West. The Confederate player is given the opportunity to
play any card or cards which could affect the upcoming Union
Amphibious Assault. The Confederate player chooses not to
play a card. Therefore Key West remains completely undefended
by any Confederate Battery or ship. The Union may make its
one Amphibious Assault of the turn into Key West. Should the
Assault succeed, the Sloop may or may not remain in the space;
simply entering the space is sufficient to permit the Amphibious Assault. Should the Assault fail, however, the Union Sloop
must retreat from Key West into its Blockade Station and move
no further that turn.

Rule 11.6 Assault Combat Sequence

11. Assaults

Example One: Washington (a Union controlled Inland City) is
adjacent to Fredericksburg. The Union may launch their attack
upon Fredericksburg from Washington with one Cannon pawn.
© 2013 GMT Games, LLC

Example: Richmond is defended
by three Batteries and the Confederate player, after the Union player
declares any card(s) to assist an Assault, elects to use cards 79, Longstreet and 91, J.E. Johnston—in
addition to compulsory use of 104,
Stonewall Jackson, which is also
currently available to the Confederate player. The Confederate defense
of Richmond would be resolved
with 10 dice.
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The USS Pensacola disabling the CSS Governor Moore during the fighting for New Orleans, April 1862

22. Extended Example of Play
A Union and Confederate Turn Using the 1862
Game Start

The following example of play is taken from the opening Union and Confederate turns of the 1862 Rebel Raiders
scenario. Players have three card options available when they
set up the game. In this case, the players opt to use “Option B”
with pre-designated cards specific to the major historical naval
battles fought during the game’s Turn 1 (April 1862), but not
compelling their historical use.

Readers should note that every single nuance of the game
is not described here—only explanation sufficient to follow the
game’s actions. Suffice for now that this is an “IGO – UGO”
type game (although there are things for the non-moving player
to do). A year is divided into three turns: April – August – December and the Confederate player goes first. At the time this
narrative’s action begins, the Confederate April 1862 Turn has
been completed and it is now the Union’s opportunity to move
pieces upon the map.
The 1862 Rebel Raiders setup is as per rule 19. This setup
does have a variable: whether the 16 Confederate Blockade
Runners placed upon the map commence the game pre-loaded
with Cargo or not (see 19.2). The Confederate player rolls a die
for each of his 16 at-start Blockade Runners, with a 4-6 resulting in the rolled-for ship commencing the game with Cargo.
For this playing, the results were as follows:
Wilmington: 2
Vera Cruz: 1
West Indies: –
Spain: –
Porto Delgado: –
Brazil: 1
Africa: 1
New Berne: –
Mobile: –
Savannah: 2
Havana: 1
Charleston: –
France & England: 2
Nassau: –
Bermuda: –
Pensacola: 1

The Confederate player places the remaining ship pieces
and Batteries upon the map as specified by the 1862 setup and
chooses to start the optionally-located Raider in the Canary
Islands High Sea Zone.

With that resolved, play of the 1862 setup game begins. The
Confederates could now play card #100, Battle Flags North,
to pre-empt its specified Union Western Theatre Assaults; but
elect not to do so as it may be preferable to let the Union not
take advantage of all the Amphibious Assaults the From Sea
to Shining Sea card provides by offering some alternate attack
avenue temptations. Thus card #100 stays in the Rebel player’s
hand… at least for now.

The Union player seeks to capture New Orleans from the
sea. To do so he must first attack the Forts guarding it—the
Fort space on the map labeled “Jackson & St. Philip.” If successful, the victorious fleet may continue up-river to attack New
Orleans that same turn.

The Union receives two free Cannon pawns (attacks) a
turn and can purchase or gain a third or fourth through Builds
or card play. Normally, the Union may use only one of those
pawns to make a single Amphibious Assault per turn. By play
of the From Sea to Shining Sea event (card #24), however,
the Union now has four pawns, and can use all four to make
Amphibious Attacks (as they did in April 1862—arguably the
worst single month of the war for the Confederacy).

Union Cards and Forces

As per the scenario instructions, the following cards are in play
(placed face-up in front of the Union player):

#2, David Dixon Porter (place by Porter Command Box)
#8, Grant Takes Command
#24, From Sea to Shining Sea (event must be played this
turn; card is then Discarded.)
#37, USS Hartford (place by the Farragut Command Box)
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Additionally, the following seven cards are in the Union player’s
hand (this is a special exception to the usual hand limit of six
cards):
#12, USS Iroquois
#13, USS Brooklyn
#15, USS Carondelet
#18, USS Tyler
#23, USS Mississippi
#35, Eads’ Ironclads
#38, USS Queen of the West

Confederate Cards and Forces

The Confederates also have many pieces on the map, but opposing this armada, the Confederacy has:

One Battery and one Gunboat in the Forts Jackson and St.
Philip space
Two Batteries in New Orleans

The following six cards are in the Confederate player’s Hand:

Although there are many pieces on the map, in terms of this
particular fight the Union player has the following forces available for the attack:
In the West Gulf: Farragut with four Screw Sloops

In the New Orleans Blockade Station: Porter with two Gunboats

#60, Bobby Lee
#71, CSS Manassas
#94, To the Dark Shores
#100, Battle Flags North
#104, Stonewall Jackson
#110, Hulks, Rafts & Chains

The Confederate player also has card #83, Trent Affair, placed
face-up in front of him. Both sides also have cards in their
respective Discard Piles from previous play. See the scenario
setup for their details.

The Union Moves

Farragut with his Sloops moves to the New Orleans Blockade
Station, picking up Porter and his two Gunboats (1 MP). Porter
is placed in the Farragut Command Box to indicate he and his
ships are now part of Farragut’s force. The combined fleet then
moves into the Jackson and St. Philip Fort space (a second MP).

The first of the Union’s Amphibious Assault pawns is expended
(set-aside for possible re-use during later turns). The Union
player is the attacker. He plays cards and designates “tactics”
first. There are some “Response Card” exceptions to this in the
Rebel Raiders game, but these are not germane to this narrative.
As the USS Hartford card is with Farragut, he designated one
of the four Sloops to be the Hartford. This Sloop may ignore
one hit in the coming battle.

For convenience, the pieces are placed on the two Commander’s
respective Command Boxes (to avoid stacks of pieces spilling
over onto the map).
This will be the Union player’s attacking force:

Total Available Union Naval Forces for the Battle of Fort Jackson &
St. Philip.

He chooses to use the “Union Naval Shield” (10.21) tactic and
sets up his fleet so the four Sloops are protecting the two Gunboats. This means that the two Gunboats cannot be targeted
by enemy Battery, but also means that they may not fire on the
Battery in any battle round during which they are shielded.
The Union player is doing this because Gunboats are very vulnerable, and also because as long as he has at least one Gunboat
in this stack he may make use of the David Dixon Porter &
his Little Mortar Boats card.

Shielded/
Protected
Gunboats
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The Confederate player, facing a sizeable
armada, decides to shelter his lone Gunboat behind the Battery, as shown at left.
This means the Gunboat will not fight,
but also will not be a target in the opening
round—and could thus retreat back to aid
New Orleans if its companion Battery is
destroyed.
Sheltered/Protected Gunboat

Since the Confederate Gunboat did not Sortie, the Union
begins with the David Dixon Porter card, which must be
played before combat. The card allows the roll of two dice:
for each 6 rolled one Battery is destroyed. He rolls two dice,
neither one of which is a 6. Although both shots miss, the
David Dixon Porter card remains face-up on the table.
The “Mortar Boats Benefit Used” marker is placed
atop the Porter card, but as it may be used only
once per battle, this card can play no further part
in the action.
Combat now commences: the Union
player declines the opportunity to
play any card(s). This decision is followed by the Confederate player who
elects to use his Hulks, Rafts &
Chains card (#110), allowing him a
“+1” to the die roll for his Battery
during the first round of combat.

Now the Union fleet engages the lone Battery. Fire is simultaneous.

The Union player has four Sloops. Each Sloop rolls two dice.
Their only target is the single Battery. To destroy a Battery,
at least one 6 is required. The Union rolls eight dice (two per
each of the four Sloops), but fails to score a single 6. You can
imagine the Union player’s response to more bad dice rolling!
The Battery “fires” two dice (see following illustration). The
Confederate player may use both dice against a single ship
(which he would need should he try to sink the Hartford, which
ignores one hit per battle), or fire at two different ships. He
chooses to roll against two separate Sloops—and intentionally
does not select the USS Hartford. A roll of a 5 or 6 is required
to sink a Sloop. The Hulks, Rafts & Chains card (#110) gives
the Battery a “+1” on its rolls in the first round. He rolls a 2 and
a 4. The “+1” bonus makes these into a 3 and a 5, respectively.
The 3 is a miss; the 5 sinks a Sloop.

Note that a +1 die
roll modifier affects
both Confederate
die rolls, changing
the die rolls to 3
and 5, respectively

Stay or Run?

The Union player could elect to withdraw and end the combat. He does not. (After all, this is Admiral Farragut, the man
who two years later would utter the famous phrase “damn the
torpedoes, full speed ahead!”—for which, by the way, there is
a card, Union card #1. But alas, as that card is still in the deck,
its bonus is not available for this fight.)
In round two, the Confederacy again elects to shelter the Gunboat. The Union also elects to keep its Gunboats shielded. (Both
players are trying to save resources for the “real” fight to come,
New Orleans… presuming the Union can surmount this pesky
Fort space guarding that Port City’s approach.)
There are now three Union Sloops, one of them the USS
Hartford. They each roll two dice; a 6 is rolled and the Battery
is destroyed.

The Battery returns fire (simultaneously). The Confederate again
chooses to fire at two Sloops, neither of them the Hartford. He
fails to score the 5 or 6 needed to sink either.
With the Battery destroyed, the Confederate player elects to
retreat his Gunboat to New Orleans.

Assaulting the Fort

With the departure of the Rebel Gunboat, the way is now open
for the Union to attack the Fort space itself via Amphibious
Assault. Rebel Raiders’ resolution of land combat (or Assaults)
is conducted in an abstract manner without pieces to represent
military units. Cards and die rolling determine an Assault’s result.
In 1862 the Union rolls two dice in an Assault. The From Sea
to Shining Sea card, however, gives the Union a bonus die in
certain Amphibious Assaults, for a total of three dice.

The Confederacy always receives two dice in defense. In land
combat, the highest single die rolled by each side is compared;
the higher die wins, but the Confederacy wins ties. Rolling
© 2013 GMT Games, LLC
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doubles or triples adds one (+1) or two (+2), respectively, to
the highest die.

The Union player elects to employ Union Tactics (11.63). This
allows him to sacrifice dice to gain bonuses. For each die sacrificed, he gains a “+1” to the high die roll (maximum of three,
but this kind of bonus won’t be available to the Union until
later during the war; i.e., in 1864).
He decides to sacrifice one of his three dice. The Union player
will thus roll two dice, but will add one (+1) to the higher. He
rolls a pair of 5s. The highest die is a 5, to which he adds one
(+1) for rolling a pair and another one (+1) for the die sacrificed
in Union Tactics. His high die is thus a 7.

The Confederate player rolls two dice: a 3 and a 6. The Union
7 is greater than the Confederate 6. The Confederacy loses the
battle, and the Union places a square Union Fort Control marker
on the Jackson & St. Philip Fort space. Since the Union won the
battle by a difference of one (7 – 6 = 1) the Confederate VP total
is reduced by one. As the scenario starts with the Confederate
VP marker set at 30, it is now reduced to 29.

The Confederate player chooses to ram the Screw Sloop USS
Mississippi. Each side rolls one die. If the Confederate die is
higher, the Mississippi will be sunk (this is not considered a “hit”
which the Mississippi could void). The Confederate player rolls
a 4, the Union a 3. The Sloop marked with the USS Mississippi
card is indeed sunk; the USS Mississippi card is discarded.
The Confederate elects to fight a combined battle, where his
ships and Batteries will fight together. He hopes that massed
firepower (lots of dice) will have a greater chance of derailing
this Union naval attack.
The fight now looks like this:
Shielded/
Protected
Gunboats

On to New Orleans

As the Union fleet is victorious, it may continue moving, and as
the Union still has unused Cannon (attack) pawns, the Union
may attack again. The second Amphibious Assault marker of
the turn is placed on the map to designate the next attack.
Farragut’s armada (comprised of the three surviving Sloops,
as well as Porter and his two Gunboats) moves into the New
Orleans space. This is the third MP for the fleet since beginning
its move from the West Gulf. Porter’s Gunboats, however, have
only used 2 MPs as they began the turn in the New Orleans
Blockade Station.

The Union player decides to pull out all the stops. He plays the
USS Brooklyn and USS Mississippi cards (#13 and #23). Each
affects one of his Sloops. His third Sloop is still the Hartford. The
Sloop markers labelled Brooklyn and Mississippi are substituted
for the two generic Sloop pieces. They will each ignore the first
hit they receive in the upcoming battle. The USS Brooklyn has
a die roll chance (on a subsequent die roll of 5 or 6) to ignore
each hit it receives. The Union player first announces that he
will use the David Dixon Porter card again, as he is allowed
to do so once per battle. He elects to shield the Gunboats for
the first round.
The Union rolls his two dice for Porter—and again fails to
score the 6 needed to destroy a Battery. The Union player is
now glaring threateningly at the game’s dice.

Total Available Union Naval Forces for the Battle of New Orleans

The Confederate player decides it is now time to play the CSS
Manassas (card #71). This is an Ironclad Ram. The Confederacy
receives the Manassas Ironclad from the counter mix to add
to the battle. Its special ability to ram is resolved immediately.

The Union has two Sloops; each may roll two dice. Ships, however, may not split their fire. He decides to use the Hartford to
fire upon the Confederate Ironclad, and the Brooklyn to fire upon
a Battery. He will need to score at least one six to destroy either.
The Gunboats do not fire in this round, as they are shielded.
Special Note: Had the Union elected not to shield the Gunboats,
the Confederate ships would most likely have sortied—this prevents the mortar boat card from being used until after a round
of ship to ship combat is declared for which there is no Gunboat
shielding. To use the mortar boat card, moreover, at least one
Gunboat must survive—the Confederates would most likely have
targeted the Gunboats, and if both were sunk, the David Dixon
Porter card would become useless and placed in the Discard pile.
The Union player rolls. Hartford rolls a 3 and a 6; Brooklyn a pair
of 6s (“boxcars”!). The Ironclad Manassas is sunk (the second
6 is superfluous). The Battery is destroyed. The Union player
heaves a sigh of relief and proclaims his dice “heroic”.

Fire is simultaneous, however, so the Confederates may respond.
The Reb warships, which could fire at one or both of the Union
Gunboats since shielding only prevents the Batteries from
targeting Porter’s Gunboats, choose to assist against the more
dangerous Steam Sloops.
The Confederate player elects to use one Battery and the Ironclad Manassas against the Hartford, and the other Battery and
the Gunboat against the Brooklyn. The Batteries each roll two
dice, the Ironclad and Gunboat roll one die each. This gives
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the Confederates three dice against each target, needing 5 or
6 to sink a Sloop.

The three dice against the Hartford are a 1, 4 and 5. The 1 and
4 miss. The 5 is a hit, and would normally sink a Sloop. With
the USS Hartford card, however, that Sloop may ignore one
hit per battle. The Hartford card is flipped over to show that
this ability has been used. The Hartford piece is set aside and a
generic Sloop substituted for it. If Farragut survives this battle
with a single remaining Sloop, this card may be used again for
a different engagement.
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6 does it), and as long as even a single warship remains alive,
the Union cannot Assault the Port. The Confederate, however,
is feeling feisty and lucky. He leaves the Gunboat to fight
alongside the Battery.
The coming Battle round now looks like this:

Shielded/
Protected
Gunboats

The Union player fires: He allocates one of his Gunboats against
the Confederate Gunboat, and the other Gunboat and the Sloop
(that has been substituted for the Hartford) on the Battery. That
is three dice (two for the Sloop, one for the Gunboat) against
the Battery. He rolls a 1, 4 and a 5. The Battery survives (“arghh!”
exclaims the Union player). The other Gunboat rolls a single
die: it rolls a 4, sinking its target (a die roll of 4, 5 or 6 would
have sunk the Confederate Gunboat).
The Confederate responds. His Gunboat will fire at one Union
Gunboat. The Battery will split its fire: one die at the Sloop,
and one die at the second Gunboat.

The three dice against Brooklyn are a 2, 3 and 6. Again, a 6 would
normally sink a Sloop, but the USS Brooklyn card allows this
Sloop a chance to stay in the fight. On a die roll of 5 or 6 the
Brooklyn ignores the hit and keeps fighting; any other result it
must retreat. However, the die for the Brooklyn is a 4: a generic
Sloop piece is substituted for the Brooklyn, that Sloop retreats
and is moved back to the space from which it entered the fight
(the Jackson and St. Philip Fort space). A red “Move Complete”
chip is placed on the Sloop to indicate it may no longer move
this turn. The USS Brooklyn card is placed in the Discard Pile.

Round Two

The Confederacy has a Battery and a Gunboat remaining. The
Union has a single Sloop and two Gunboats. The Union could
elect to retreat, an action that would allow the Northern ships
to fight another day, but at the possible cost of forfeiting victory point(s) (the difference between two dice). However, this
is Farragut the Union player reminds himself, who is now truly
in the spirit of the game, and emboldened by his seeming turn
of luck with the dice, he decides to stay and fight.

The Union player cannot use Porter again in the same battle,
and puts both Gunboats into the firing line. Each will roll one
die. The surviving Sloop will have two dice.
The Confederate player could decide to pull the Gunboat back
behind the Battery. Gunboats are easy to sink (a roll of 4, 5 or

The Confederate Gunboat rolls a 4, sinking the Union Gunboat.
The Battery rolls one die at the other Gunboat, also rolling a 4,
sinking it. The Battery rolls its other die at the now-unnamed
Union Sloop (the USS Hartford card has been withdrawn),
rolling a 2… a miss (it needed a 5 or 6).
The Confederate Gunboat is removed, as are the two Union
Gunboats, and with both Gunboats sunk, David Dixon Porter, card #2, is placed into the Union discard deck… a serious
blow to the Union’s future Mississippi River ambitions. The sole
surviving Union Sloop and the Confederate’s Battery survive.

Decisions, Decisions

The Union player now has a painful decision to make and
ponders his options. He has a single Sloop versus a Battery…
he has two dice, needing a 6 to hit a Battery, while the Battery
has two dice, needing either a 5 or 6 to hit the Sloop.
The Union could continue the Naval Combat. If the Sloop destroys the Battery, that would make the following Amphibious
Assault landing easier (one less defending die). If the Battery
destroys Farragut’s single remaining Sloop, however, that will
end the naval battle with the USS Hartford card being removed
from play via discard. The way the dice have been falling, the
Union player decides this is a risk not worth taking. He chooses
to discontinue the Naval Combat (per 10.25).
As there are no Confederate warships remaining, the Amphibious Assault must now be conducted, although this means the
landing will go in against the Battery.
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The Porter commander, no longer needed with the demise of
his two Gunboats, is returned to his Command Box for possible
future use next turn.

In Go the Landing Parties….

The Union player has his normal two dice for an 1862 Amphibious Assault, plus a third due to the From Sea to Shining Sea
card’s bonus. He will sacrifice a die for Union Tactics, giving
him two dice with a “+1” bonus.

The Confederacy always has two dice on defense. Each Battery,
up to a maximum of three in a space, adds a die. As there is
but one Battery remaining, the Confederate receives a die for
it. The Confederate player will therefore roll three dice, and as
Confederate, wins any tie.

The Union rolls a pair of 3s. His high die is thus a 3, plus one for
rolling doubles, plus another for the Union Tactics—a total of 5.
The Confederacy rolls three dice—all 2s. His best die is a 2,
adding two for rolling triples—giving him a total of 4 (it is now
the Confederate player’s turn to stare at the fickle dice with
gritted teeth). New Orleans falls to the Union, and a Union
Control marker is placed upon the Port space.

The Union player has won by a difference of one (5 – 4 = 1).
This costs the South another VP. Move the VP marker down
from 29 to 28.

The loss of a City (as opposed to a mere Fort) costs the South
additional VPs. The Union rolls a die, reducing the Southern
VP total by the number on that die. The Union rolls a 3, thus
costing the South three more VPs. The VP marker is moved
down from 28 to 25. The “Confederate Cities and Ports Lost”
track marker is placed atop its “1” box.
The Union player still has Farragut with one Sloop remaining
in New Orleans. The Farragut “fleet” has expended 3 MPs so
far. As Sloops have 6 MPs, Farragut and the Sloop could continue moving… and they do so, back out to Fort space Jackson
and St. Philip, on to the New Orleans Blockade Station and
then out into the West Gulf (where that Sloop could intercept
Confederate Blockade Runners seeking to enter the West Gulf
and land their VP Cargo in Galveston). A red “Move Complete”
chit is placed atop the Sloop.
Although costly, the Union campaign on the southern reaches
of the Mississippi River is off to a good start.

“D-Day” at Norfolk

The Union player has many pieces on the map which could be
moved, but he elects to continue resolving the two Cannon pawn
Assaults remaining to him. This is a typical convention many
Rebel Raiders playtesters used as knowledge of a turn’s Assault
results could influence their further moves upon the map.
The Union player sets his sights on Norfolk. The Norfolk Blockade Station already contains a formidable Northern Naval Force
of two Sloops, one Gunboat, and an Ironclad. Not wishing to
again confront the die rolling fates with anything less than a
maximum effort, one Union Sloop and the one Gunboat in the
Navy Yards move to the Norfolk Blockade Station, pick up the
four Northern pieces already there, and—with expenditure of a
Cannon pawn—move to Assault Norfolk for 3 MPs.

Naval Battle is joined and the Union must first declare any
cards to be played. This gives some pause to consider strategy
employing the turn’s final and fourth Cannon pawn, for the
Confederate player—by not previously playing card #100,
Battle Flags North—has added options the North was not
initially counting upon.
After the situation at Norfolk is resolved, the Union could:

• Assault Norfolk again should the Assault fail.
• Attack New Berne, as permitted by the scenario rules, allowing a 4th Amphibious Assault for the April 1862 Union
Turn.
• Move north of newly-captured New Orleans to attack
the Baton Rouge Fort (although there’s little Northern
naval strength left to reach that space after the grievous
losses sustained during this turn’s campaign to seize New
Orleans).
• Use Foote’s force to Assault the Island No. 10 Fort and
open a river path to Memphis.
• Launch a River Assault from Forts Henry & Donelson to
conquer Chattanooga.
• Assault Nashville from Louisville and open up Memphis
to landward attack (rendering any Confederate warships
there useless) and—if Memphis falls to the North—Island
No. 10 would follow by “withering on the vine” for lack of
supply.
The last two options, Chattanooga and Nashville, were only
made possible by the Confederate player not playing card #100,
Battle Flags North. Furthermore, reasons the Union player,
any space captured which the Confederates have no (red)
Land LOCs to Counterattack over is safe (unless the Rebels
subsequently get card #103, Uprising!, which would permit
a Counterattack on Union-held New Orleans or the Unioncontrolled Fort Henry and Donelson space).
Presuming the Assault on Norfolk goes well, the Union’s next
and final Assault of the turn will be Nashville. Lacking any
Battery to enhance its defense, it is too good an opportunity
to pass up—and besides, the Grant Takes Command card is
still available if needed.

This means the North can pull out all the stops in assuring the
naval battle of Norfolk goes his way. Three cards are played to
enhance the Union fleet’s power: card #15, USS Carondelet
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(which makes the Union Ironclad unsinkable), card #18, USS
Tyler (which converts a Union Gunboat into an Ironclad), and
card #38, USS Queen of the West (which converts the second
Union Gunboat into a ram capable of sinking a Confederate
warship before the first round of battle).
The appropriately-named pieces are placed upon the map and
their generic counterparts set aside.
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Confederate Gunboat and opening Norfolk up for Amphibious Assault. The USS Carondelet, USS Tyler, and USS Queen
of the West cards are placed face-up atop the Union Discard
Deck. The Carondelet and Tyler named pieces are removed
from the map and their generic ones substituted.

The Queen of the West targets the Confederate Ironclad defending Norfolk. The Union player rolls a 3 vs. the Confederate 2,
which the Confederate player stares at for a moment in utter
disbelief. The Rebel Ironclad is forced to retreat and is eliminated since there is no space to retreat to from Norfolk.
The Confederate player then chooses tactics, which under the
circumstances may as well be a glorious combined defense with
what strength he has facing the Union naval juggernaut. Here’s
the situation before any dice are rolled:

As the North already used both From Sea to Shining Sea
“card enhanced” +1 Amphibious Assault Cannon pawns for the
New Orleans campaign, this is a normal two-dice 1862 Union
attack versus two Confederate defending dice. The Union player
elects not to use Union Tactics and rolls a 5 and a 6 for a high
attack roll of 6. The Confederate player rolls a 3 and a 4—and
loses Norfolk.
Preparation for the battle of Norfolk

The Confederates allocate the Battery’s two dice to fire at
one Union Sloop each and the Rebel Gunboat—in hopeful
vengeance against the Queen of the West—will fire its one die
against that Union Gunboat. The Confederate Battery rolls a
remarkable 5 and a 5 and sinks both Sloops, while the Rebel
Gunboat rolls a 2 for a miss.

The Union then responds with the three Sloops firing at the
Battery and the three remaining warships (with three dice) at
the Confederate Gunboat. The Sloops six dice are: 6, 6, 4, 3,
3, 5—which destroys the Battery. The shots at the Gunboat are
2, 2, 1… all misses!

Besides the 2 VP penalty for a defeat in the Assault (Union
high die of 6 less the Confederate’s roll of 4), the Union rolls a
1 for capturing Norfolk and the Confederate VP Track marker
is adjusted to 22 VPs with the “Confederate Cities and Ports
Lost” marker placed atop the “2” space.

The Union Fleet, now composed of a Sloop, an Ironclad, and
one Gunboat (50% losses!) is placed in the Norfolk Blockade
Station, with a “Move Complete” red chip placed atop the stack.
The Confederate player has a Counterattack Cannon pawn
available for his upcoming August 1862 Turn and it seems best
to have some ships to blockade Norfolk should the South be
so fortunate as to regain that Port.

The Battle of Nashville

The Union player declares his fourth and final April 1862 Assault from the Forts Henry & Donelson space to Nashville. Had
the South any Battery or warship piece in Nashville, the Union
could have moved all or a portion of Foote’s river fleet out of
Cairo to support the Assault with 2 MPs expended. However,
there’s no need for that as Nashville is on its own with only a
basic two-dice Assault defense.
The Union player—knowing the Grant Takes Command
card’s reroll is available—chooses to roll but a single die with +1
for Union Tactics. A 4+1 becomes a high Union Assault die of 5.

This precipitates a second round of Naval Combat. The gutsy
little Rebel Gunboat now faces a weakened Union fleet alone.
It trys its luck by firing on the Tyler with a die result of 6
(making a 1 out of 6 chance)… sinking that special Ironclad
Gunboat. The five Union dice are 5, 3, 3, 2, 4: eliminating the

The Confederate player rolls a 4, 2 and grimaces at his continued
poor dice rolling luck.

Nashville falls. Besides the 1VP Confederate penalty for losing
the battle, the Union player rolls another die for a 1 VP penalty for City capture (“Argh! Again!?!” bemoans the North…
although considering his luck thus far rolling dice, if a one die
roll result must be rolled it is far better to get it with the City
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capture VP penalty than with the battle itself ). Heck, Grant’s
high battle die re-roll was not even needed!

The “Confederate Cities & Ports Lost” Track marker is placed
atop the “3” box (for New Orleans, Norfolk, and now Nashville)
and the VP Track marker set at 20 VPs.

Raider Hunting

The Union player now turns attention to the seas and a potential menace posed by the Canary Islands High Sea Zone’s
Confederate Raider. The Mid-Atlantic Zone Sloop moves to
the Raider’s location (2 MPs) and launches a search for another
2 MPs. The Search Roll is a 1… no reason for the Confederate
player to bother with an evasion die roll since, with a +3 Speed
Bonus, there’s no way for the Raider to be caught.

The Union Sloop expends its remaining 2 MPs to move to
the Channel, places a red “Move Complete” chit atop it, and
awaits the Raider in the France & England Neutral Port to
dare putting to sea.

again avoids combat. A red “Move Complete” chip is placed
atop the Union Sloop.

“Tidying Up the Blockade”

The Union player makes the following moves, each concluding with a red “Move Complete” chip being placed atop the
moving ship(s):

• The Navy Yards Sloop moves 6 MPs to join Farragut in
the West Gulf.
• The Charleston and then Savannah Gunboats move 3 MPs
each to form a Key West Blockade Station stack.
• The two Gunboats in the New Berne Blockade Station
split up and at 3 MPs each; one moves to the St. Augustine
Blockade Station and the other to Savannah’s Blockade
Station.
The remaining Union ships stay in their April 1862 at-start
positions. All red “Move Complete” chips are removed from
the map.

Union Card Phase

The turn’s furious actions have seen the Union card hand
reduced to two cards: Eads’ Ironclads and USS Iroquois.
Three new cards are selected from the North’s Draw Deck.
They are cards:
#1, Damn the Torpedoes… Full Steam Ahead!
#7, A Lack of Brains
#52, Coaling Station

The Union April 1862 Build Phase

The first thing the Union does is play card #35, Eads’ Ironclads, which places one Ironclad piece each in the April, August, and December 1862 Time Record Track’s “Units Arriving
Boxes” for those turns. The April Ironclad is placed in St. Louis.
Card #35 then goes to the Union Discard Pile.

The North Atlantic Zone Union Sloop moves to Canary Islands
(2 MPs) to try its luck in finding the Raider, and expends the
extra MP needed for a +1 to the Speed Roll: 2 MPs for the basic
search with 2 MPs more for the speed enhancement (6 MPs
expended). The Union player rolls a 5 + 1 for a 6 Speed Roll.
The Confederate Raider rolls a 6 + 3 = 9 Speed Roll and once

The two Northern “Free” Build Phase Gunboats are placed: one
in Cairo (which gives Foote a full stack of ships—five Gunboats
and one Ironclad), and the other in the Navy Yards.

The Union player has 6 Build Points. These are spent to do the
following: two points for an Ironclad, two points for two Screw
Sloops. All three ships are placed in the August 1862 Turn Record Track’s “Units Arriving Box” atop the Ironclad from play
of card #35. For the final two points the Union player “buys”
a card from the Draw Pile and it is a good one indeed—card
#48, Siege Train!
The Confederate ram Arkansas running the Union fleet at Vicksburg.

The Northern player has five cards in his hand for the upcoming August 1862 Turn, and two Cannon pawns for Assaults.
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Blockade Runner
Starting Location
Vera Cruz with one
1 VP Cargo pre-loaded

		
Mobile

Pensacola with one
1 VP Cargo pre-loaded;
unloaded at move start

Havana
		

Brazil with 1 VP Cargo
pre-loaded*

Movement Log of Blockade Runners, April 1862

Intercepted by
& die/dice rolls

Incoming: 2 Sloops
West Gulf: 6, 3
Outgoing: 5, 5

Blockade Runner
Speed Roll

5+2=7: Incoming
evasion success, then
1+2=3: Runner sunk

Africa with 1 VP Cargo
already loaded*

Savannah with one 2 VP
Cargo pre-loaded

		
Charleston

		
Ponta Delgado*

		
New Berne

		
Spain

France & England with 1
2 VP Cargo pre-loaded

Blockade Runner
eliminated (7 MPs)

South America (picks up one
1 VP Cargo in Havana)

Outgoing: 1 Sloop
East Gulf: 6

Africa with two 1 VP
Cargo pieces loaded

Incoming: 1 Sloop
East Gulf: 6

Incoming with two 1 VP
1 Sloop East Gulf: 6

4+2=6: Evasion success;
move continues

2+2=4: Runner sunk
with 1 Cargo aboard

5+2=7: Evasion success
at 5 MPs

Incoming: 2 Gunboats
Key West: 5+1=6
Outgoing: 4+1=5

6+2=8: Incoming Evasion
success; then 5+2=7:
outgoing Evasion success

Incoming: 1 Sloop		
South Atlantic: 3
No need to Speed Roll
Outgoing: 1 Gunboat in
Blockade Station: 2
Outgoing: 1 Sloop
South Atlantic: 3
Incoming: 1 Sloop
Hatteras: 5

No need to Speed Roll;
goes to Ponta Delgado

No need to Speed Roll;
goes to Ponta Delgado
6+2=8: evasion success

				
Bermuda
None
None
Wilmington with 2 VP
Cargo pre-loaded

Blockade Runner
Ending Location

Outgoing: 1 Sloop		
East Gulf: 3
No need to Speed Roll

				
West Indies
None
None
				
Nassau
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Outgoing: 1 Sloop
Hatteras: 5

Outgoing: 1 Sloop
Hatteras: 2

Incoming: 1 Sloop
South Atlantic: 3

4+2=6: Evasion success;
goes to France & England

Blockade Runner eliminated
(4 MPs)

Mobile with Cargo unloaded
(8 MPs)

Cargo (VP)
Landed
1 VP
None
1 VP
None
2 VP

South America Zone with two
1 VP Cargo (1 Cargo picked up
in Brazil (7 MPs)

None

The Keys Coastal Zone (8 MPs)

1 VP

Charleston (7 MPs)

2 VP

Picks up two 1 VP Cargo and ends
move in Mid Atlantic (8 MPs)

2 VP

Picks up two 1 VP Cargo and ends
move in Mid Atlantic

None

Wilmington (7 MPs)

2 VP

Carribean with 2 VP Cargo
picked up in Spain (8 MPs)

Picks up one 2 VP Cargo and ends
move in North Atlantic (8 MPs)

None
2 VP

No need to Speed Roll;
goes to France & England

Picks up one 2 VP Cargo and ends
move in North Atlantic (8 MPs)

None

No need to Speed Roll

Charleston (7 MPs)

2 VP

New Berne (6 MPs)

2 VP

Incoming: 1 Sloop		
Hatteras: 2
No need to Speed Roll

* Blockade Runner for 1MP loads 1VP Cargo and a To the Dark Shores 1VP Cargo for 2 VP total.

The Confederate August 1862 Turn begins: Cargo &
Blockade Running

The Southern player begins the turn by playing card #94, To
the Dark Shores, and places three 1-value Cargo markers in
the Neutral Ports of Brazil, Africa, as well as Ponta Delgado
(with two 1 VP Cargo markers). All thirteen 1-Cargo markers
are now on the map (…“but not for long,” thinks the Confederate player).
This placement triggers a series of Blockade Runner moves
with Union attempts at interception. There are 16 Blockade

Runners to move—a rather large number for any Rebel Raiders
game. Moving west to east, and placing a red “Move Complete”
chip on each surviving Runner when its movement is done, the
Confederate player resolves each piece’s movement.
Refer to above chart for information about each Blockade
Runner’s move.
“Not a bad turn of blockade running,” muses the Confederate
player once all have been moved. For the loss of but two Runners, 17 VPs of Cargo was successfully landed, and the Victory
Point Track’s marker is now set at 37, and more Cargo is poised
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to be landed next turn. The Union player is unhappy since—
statistically at least—more Blockade Runners should have been
caught… but this is war gaming and the dice can be fickle!

Confederate Raiders take action!

There are two Confederate Raiders on the map. The first, in
France & England, has a Union Sloop awaiting it offshore. It
moves into the Channel, triggering an interception attempt.
The Union player rolls a 1, mutters under his breath, and the
Raider moves on into the North Atlantic, with 4 MPs remain-

ing. It could roll one die with a +1 to the result, or two dice
without modifier with a 4, 5, or 6 result gaining prey VPs. The
Confederate player rolls two dice resulting in a 5 and 3 and the
Victory Point Track marker moves to 38.
The second Raider is in the Canary Islands, sharing that High
Sea Zone with a Union Sloop and therefore risking interception if it attempts to raid there. So, discretion being the better
part of valor, as the old saying goes, the Raider departs for
the Indian Ocean High Seas (could its ultimate target be the
Whaling Grounds?).

That leaves the Raider with 4 MPs. The Confederate player again
chooses to expend them for two raids. The dice rolls are 1 and 6,
gaining another 2 VPs and a cumulative 40 VPs on the Track.

Counterattack at Nashville

The Confederate player is hoping he’s saved the best of the
Movement Phase for last and expends his Cannon pawn to
declare a Counterattack from Memphis to Nashville over the
connecting red Land LOC.

The Union player chooses to use “Union Tactics” for a +1 to
his 1862 Assault defense die roll. He rolls a 2+1, for a high die
result of three. With a smile, the Confederate player rolls his
two Assault dice for a result of 5, 1… the Rebs win!
But wait… card #8, Grant Takes Command, has not been
used for the August 1862 Turn. The Union player could force
a re-roll of the South’s high die (the 5) or he could re-roll his
own shabby roll of 2. The Union player elects to reroll his own
die and it is a 6+1 for a high Union Assault die roll of 7.

Grant seizes victory from defeat and the Southern
Counterattack on Nashville fails. The Assault die
roll differential is two and the Confederates now
have 38 VPs on the Track. The Grant Takes
Command card won’t be available to potentially assist with
either of the North’s upcoming August 1862 Assaults, for it
can be used only once per turn. Such sacrifice was well worth
it, reasons the Union player (at least for now). The Grant Takes
Command card remains face up, but the Grant Benefit Used
“reminder” counter is placed atop it so both players know its
ability cannot be used until next turn (December 1862).

Final Move

With Nashville lost, a Confederate naval presence in Memphis
seems superfluous since Memphis can now be attacked overland.
The two Gunboats there move south to Vicksburg.

The Confederate Ports and Cities Lost marker remains at “3”
to represent the Union’s conquest of New Orleans, Nashville,
and Norfolk. All red “Move Complete” chips are removed from
the map.

Confederate Supply Phase

There is need to roll a single die for this. The Confederate player
gets a six (a 6!!!). You, dear reader, can imagine the Reb player’s
response to that. The Confederate Victory Point Track’s markers
adjust to show 32 VPs accrued… not much different from what
the Rebels began the game with.
© 2013 GMT Games, LLC
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The Confederate Card Phase

Last turn’s actions depleted the South’s hand to three cards,
Battle Flags North, Stonewall Jackson, and Bobby Lee.
To these three new cards are drawn:
#63, CSS Alabama
#73, CSS Hunley
#78, Mallory’s Miracle
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23. Card Text Compendium
23.1 USN (Cards 1-55)

1) Naval Assault: “Damn the Torpedoes... Full Speed Ahead!”

Card #88, P.G.T. Beauregard, is reshuffled back into the deck
for possible drawing during the December 1862 Turn.

The Confederate August 1862 Build Phase

The first thing the Confederate player does is bring on the Alabama. This special Confederate Raider is placed in the France
& England Neutral Port. It is a “free” Raider and exempt from
all costs and VP penalty.
Not so for the next Raider brought into play as the South uses
its first of 5 Build Points. An unnamed Raider is placed in the
Spain Neutral Port Box. The Reb VP tally is adjusted to 31.
For the remaining 4 Build Points the South places:

• one Blockade Runner in France & England,
• one Blockade Runner in Africa,
• one Gunboat in Memphis (it can retreat to Vicksburg if
needed)
• and one more Gunboat in Vicksburg to join the two already
there.

The Confederate player also receives a Battery for each of Atlanta and Richmond. One is placed in Richmond—which now
has two Batteries plus Lee and Jackson available for a defense
of 7 dice and Lee’s re-roll ability. This should be adequate to
defend against the Union’s two August 1862 Assault dice should
they venture forth from Norfolk. The second Battery is placed
in Vicksburg.
The Confederates now choose to convert VPs into Special Build
Points (14.32) to acquire more Build Points. A total of 15 VPs
are so exchanged to bring on a Gunboat in Arkansas Post and
to get another card, #73, CSS Gaines.

This means, reasons the Confederate player with some relief,
that if Farragut (currently weakened by last turn’s losses of
Sloops and both Porter’s Gunboats) does manage to get by the
Baton Rouge Fort space, he’ll confront a Battery, two Gunboats
and two Ironclads (Gaines and the Mallory’s Miracle Ironclad). The Confederate player is unaware the North possesses
card #52, Coaling Station, which could upset that calculation
of potential Union naval strength on the lower Mississippi River.
The VP Track now shows the Confederacy with 16 VPs.

This game of Rebel Raiders has just begun and many are the variables of dice and cards… the issue remains very much in doubt.

~ David G. Farragut
Play when one or more Union ships attack a space with at
least one Battery. Confederate Batteries fire first, inflict hits
and remove sunk Union ships. Union survivors then return
fire with twice the normal dice (don’t double card-provided
dice). Combat then resumes as simultaneous, but when firing
at a Battery for all remaining rounds of the battle, Union ships
receive 2x normal dice. This Union bonus does not apply to
firing on Confederate ships.
Discard when played.

2) Naval Assault: David Dixon Porter & His Little Mortar
Boats

Place this card beside the Porter Box. Apply in Ship vs. Battery
combat if Porter and at least one Gunboat is present (may be
shielded). Before combat USN rolls two dice. For each 6 one
Battery is destroyed and may not return fire. CSN may delay
USN use of this card if Confederate ships (and only ships)
sortie to engage Union ships. If CSN player changes tactics
(10.12), Union may then apply Mortar Boats vs. Batteries (roll
dice once only per battle).
Retain with Porter.

3) Naval Assault: “Yankee Guns” 1861-62

“The Yankee guns are of greatly improved range. Their guns larger
and Ironclads far more formidable than at first.”
~ Rose O’Neal, Confederate Spy
For the remainder of the game each Union Screw Sloop and
Ironclad may reroll one miss during a single Round of combat
during each battle. Which one round is Union choice before
die roll(s).

Retain face-up. Reshuffle into the deck if #58 Corruption is played
on this card when it is face-up.

4) Land Assault Reroll: “We cross the ford, never to retreat
again to this side”

~ William Tecumseh Sherman
Play after the dice are rolled in an Assault over a Blue River
or Red Land Line. Union player may elect to re-roll any or all
Union Assault dice for that combat. Does not apply in Amphibious Assault.
Discard when played.
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5) Land Assault Reroll: “Willing to Fight”

“I am willing to help fight this infernal war as long as there is a man
left that dares dishonor our glorious Stars and Stripes.”
~ Myron Mallet, 26th Iowa
Play after the dice are rolled in an Assault (including Amphibious). Union player may elect to re-roll any or all Union Assault
dice for that combat.
Discard when played.

“My soldiers have to subsist even if the whole country must be ruined
to maintain them.”
~ William Tecumseh Sherman
Play after the Union wins an Assault (11.6). Union immediately
may make a second Assault; attack must be made on a city, port
or Fort adjacent to that just taken, but with one fewer attack
die than normal (no additional Cannon Pawn required). Does
not apply with Amphibious Assault.
Discard when played.

7) Land Assault Reroll: A Lack of Brains

“There seems to be a considerable lack of brains among some of the
commanding officers.”
~ Brig. Gen. John Geary
Play in any Assault after the dice are rolled. The Union player
chooses one of the dice that the Confederate player rolled and
that die is re-rolled.
Discard when played.

1861

Union may re-roll one die in one Land Combat each turn (e.g.,
a Union or Confederate Assault across a Blue or Red Line). This
is in addition to any other re-rolls and may include a re-roll of
a re-roll. May not be used with Amphibious Assault.
Retain face-up.

9) USS Osceola

Double-ender wooden side wheeler
Play during any Confederate Evade attempt in a Blockade Station. Select one Union Gunboat as the Osceola. That Gunboat
adds two (+2) to its Speed Roll for the remainder of the turn.
Discard if designated ship is sunk or at end of turn.

10) Naval Assault: USS Black Hawk

River Steamer
At the start of Naval Combat designate one Union Gunboat
as the Black Hawk. That Gunboat rolls one additional Battle
die in each round of the current battle.
Discard if designated ship is sunk or at end of battle.

Tenacious tactician “Little Phil” wages ruthless war in Virginia
Play at the start of any Union Assault or Confederate Counterattack upon Richmond or any space adjacent to it. The Union
rolls one additional die in the Assault. May be used in only one
Assault per turn.
Retain face-up.

12) USS Iroquois

6) Extra Assault: “War is Cruelty” 1861-62

8) Land Assault Reroll: Grant Takes Command

11) Extra Assault Die: Sheridan 1861-63

Sloop-of-War
Play on any Confederate Blockade Runner as it attempts to
Evade from a Union Screw Sloop. Unless it rolls a 6 it is caught
and sunk.
Discard when played.

13) Naval Assault: USS Brooklyn

Unsinkable Screw Sloop
At the start of combat designate one Screw Sloop as the Brooklyn. For each hit the Brooklyn receives from a card or Battle die,
roll one die: on a 5 or 6 it ignores that hit and may remain in
combat. Unless hit is ignored this ship retreats (10.36).
Discard if designated ship retreats or at end of combat.

14) USS Kearsarge

Screw Sloop
Play on any one Screw Sloop attempting to catch a Raider. For
the remainder of the turn that ship adds one (+1) to its Speed
Roll and rolls one extra die in each Round of combat when
targeting a Raider.
Discard if designated ship is sunk or at end of turn.

15) Naval Assault: USS Carondelet

“Pook’s Turtle”
Play on any one Ironclad involved in a Naval Combat. In each
round in which that Ironclad is hit, roll one die for each hit: on
a 1-3 it ignores the hit but Retreats; on a 4-6 it ignores the hit
and may remain in combat unless required to retreat through
an overall Union retreat.
Discard at the end of this Ironclad’s Naval Combat.

16) USS Hatteras

Converted Heavy Steamer
Play on any one Gunboat in a Blockade Station when attempting to catch Blockade Runners. That Gunboat adds two (+2) to
its Speed Roll for the remainder of the turn.
Discard if designated ship is sunk or at end of turn.

17) USS Unadilla

“90-Day Gunboat”
Play on any one Gunboat in a Blockade Station when attempting to catch Blockade Runners. That Gunboat adds two (+2) to
its Speed Roll for the remainder of the turn.
Discard if designated ship is sunk or at end of turn.
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18) Naval Assault: USS Tyler

25) Naval Assault: Black Terror

Discard if designated ship is sunk or at end of combat.

Discard when played.

“Timberclad”
At the start of combat, before any dice are rolled, designate
one Gunboat as the Tyler. Treat the Gunboat as if it were an
Ironclad for all purposes for the duration of the battle.

19) Naval Assault: USS Monitor

1861

“Cheesebox on a Raft”
At the start of any round of combat designate one Union Ironclad as the Monitor. That Ironclad ignores the first hit inflicted
on it during the combat.
Discard if designated ship is sunk or at end of Naval Combat.

29

Hulk painted & disguised as Ironclad floated downriver to draw fire.
Play at the start of any one round of Ship vs. Battery Combat.
One Battery may not fire (it is assumed to have fired on the
dummy Ironclad this round).

26) Naval Assault: USS New Ironsides

Steam Frigate
Play on any one Screw Sloop during any round of combat. That
Screw Sloop ignores the first hit inflicted upon it. (May play
after dice are rolled.)
Discard if designated ship is sunk or at end of Naval Combat.

20) Naval Assault: USS Roanoke 1861-62

27) Naval Assault: USS Housatonic

Discard if designated ship is sunk or at end of Naval Combat.

Discard when played.

Triple-Turreted Screw Monitor
At the start of any round of combat designate one Union
Ironclad as the Roanoke. That Ironclad rolls one additional die
in each round of combat.

Screw Sloop of War
Play on any one Screw Sloop during either an Evasion attempt
by a Confederate vessel or during any one round of combat.
Sloop may re-roll one Speed or Combat die of player’s choice.

21) USS Powhattan

28) Naval Assault: USS Passaic

Discard at end of turn.

Discard if designated ship is sunk or at end of turn.

Side-wheel Frigate Screw Steamer
Play on any Screw Sloop attempting to catch a Raider or
Blockade Runner. Add two (+2) to its Speed Roll until the end
of the current turn.

22) Naval Assault: USS Lehigh

150-Pound Parrot Gun
Play on any one Ironclad in any round of Battle. That Ironclad
adds two (+2) to its die in combat for the duration of the battle.
Discard if designated ship is sunk or at end of Naval Combat.

23) Naval Assault: USS Mississippi

Largest Ship in the US Navy
Play on any one Screw Sloop involved in a Naval Battle. Ignore
the first hit taken by that Sloop. (May play after dice are rolled.)
Discard if designated ship is sunk or at end of Naval Combat.

24) Special Amphibious: From Sea to Shining Sea

1861

Extraordinary Amphibious Efforts Result in Multi-Pronged Attack
The Union receives two free Cannon Pawns this turn (max. of
four still applies). Both may only be used to conduct Union
Amphibious Assaults against Confederate Ocean Ports/Forts.
Both of these attacks receive an extra Assault die. Use of this
card is the exception (and is in addition to) the limit of one
Amphibious Assault per turn.
Discard when played.

1861

The Giant Monitor
At the start of any round of combat designate one Ironclad as
the Passaic. That Ironclad adds one to its die roll in each Round
of combat.

29) Card Deck Reshuffle: Gideon Welles

Secretary of the Navy
Draw the top three cards from the Union deck. Discard two,
keep one of player’s choice. Reshuffle all discards into the Union
Deck, including this card.
Play at any time.

30) Production: Gustavus Fox

Assistant Secretary of the Navy
Place one Union Gunboat on this and the next two spaces on
the Turn Record Track. During the Union Build Phase remove
the Gunboat from the current turn’s space and place it in either
St. Louis or the Navy Yard free of charge.
Discard when played.

31) Production: John Dahlgren

Commandant, Washington Navy Yard
“The greatest brain, so far, the war has produced” ~ John Hay
Place one Union Screw Sloop on this and the next two spaces on
the Turn Record Track. During the Union Build Phase remove
the Screw Sloop from the current turn’s space and place it in
the Navy Yard free of charge.
Discard when played.
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32) Special Amphibious Army/Navy Cooperation

Fleet’s Big Guns are Brought to Bear
Play before resolving a Union Amphibious Assault on an Ocean
Port or River Fort (11.3). The Union player adds one die to that
Amphibious Assault.
Reshuffle into deck after played.

33) The Grand Fleet 1861-63

“Unvexed to the Sea”
Place this card by the Farragut box at any time. For the remainder of the game, the stacking limit for Farragut is increased
to a maximum of 10 vessels for movement and combat. If all
vessels with Farragut are sunk or removed, The Grand Fleet
card is discarded.
Retain face-up.

34) Extra Assault: Loose the Fateful Lightning 1861-63

“He hath loosed the fateful lightning of his terrible swift sword, His
truth is marching on” ~ Battle Hymn of the Republic
Play at the start of any Union turn. For the remainder of the
game, the Union may make one additional Land Attack each
turn; this is in addition to any attacks allowed or prevented by
other cards.
Retain face-up.

35) Eads’ Ironclads

38) Naval Assault: USS Queen of the West

Ellet’s Ram
Play before the start of any combat. Designate one Union Gunboat as the Ram and chose one Confederate vessel as its target.
Both roll one die. If the Union roll is higher, the enemy vessel is
damaged and must immediately retreat (10.36). Regardless of
the die roll’s result, the Union Gunboat may still fire normally.
Discard after ram attack is resolved.

39) Card Steal: “All the World’s a Stage…”

Accomplished actress Pauline Cushman gleans and passes information on to the Union.
Play at the start of any Union Player’s Turn. Draw two cards
randomly from the Confederate hand. Examine them, discard
one and return the other to the Confederate player.
Discard when played.

40) Satin & Lace, No Guns

Profit over Patriotism
Blockade Runners load up with luxury goods, not war materiel. Play at any time. Blockade Runners with 2 VP European
Cargoes generate only 1 VP unloading this turn. If Optional
Increased Cargo Value (18.7) is in use, halve the value of all
this turn’s unloaded Cargo pieces.
Retain face-up until end of turn, then discard.

1861

“Ten thousand river commissions cannot tame that lawless stream.”
~ Mark Twain
Place one Union Ironclad on this and the next two spaces on
the Turn Record Track. During the Union Build Phase remove
the Ironclad from the current turn’s space and place it in Cairo
or St. Louis free of charge.

41) Production: Plumb Wore Out… 1861-63

36) Possibly Extend Game 1 Turn: “If it takes all Summer…”
Dec 1864

42) Production: The Horse Soldiers 1861-62

Discard when played.

Southern Economy Falters
Play at the start of any Confederate Supply Phase. Roll one die
and modify result by +1 for each of the following in Union control: Atlanta, Richmond, New Orleans, Savannah & Charleston.
Confederacy loses a number of VPs equal to that total.
Discard when played.

~ U. S. Grant
Play at the start of the Confederate Supply Phase of the December 1864 Turn. Each side rolls one die. Union adds one (+1)
for each of Richmond, Atlanta, Savannah, Charleston and New
Orleans in Union Control. If Union die roll result is higher,
game does not end this turn. Play a 13th turn (April 1865).

Deep Raids Wreck Rails
Play at the start of any Confederate Build Phase. Each player
rolls one die, with the Union modifying that die roll by +1 in any
1864 turn. If Union die roll is equal to or greater than Confederate die, the Confederacy receives one fewer Battery and one
fewer Build this turn (does not apply against any Confederate
pieces brought on through card play).

Discard when played.

Discard when played.

37) USS Hartford

43) Armed Merchantman 1861-63

Discard if at any time there are no Screw Sloops with Farragut.

Reshuffle into deck after played.

“The Unsinkable Sloop of War”
Play at the start of any Union turn. Card must be placed by the
Farragut box, but only if at least one Screw Sloop is present.
Substitute the Hartford for one Screw Sloop; it may ignore one
hit of any type during each Battle. If sunk, another Sloop with
Farragut may be designated the Hartford next Battle.

Play at the instant any Raider attempts to Raid. The Raider
encounters an armed merchantman, is damaged, and must
immediately retreat (10.36) from where it is raiding. The
Raider may not attempt any additional Raids nor move for the
remainder of this turn. This card may not be affected by CSN
#92, Tempest’s Fury.
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44) USS Coeur de Lion

William G. Morris, Master Commanding
Ocean-going tugs attached to fleet allow Union player to move
up to four Ironclads/Gunboats from the Navy Yards to any one
Blockade Station in the Chesapeake, Hatteras or South Atlantic
each turn (no Screw Sloops needed to tow these). These towed
ships may move no further during the turn they are towed.
Retain face-up.

45) Card Steal: Three Cigars

Union Scouts Find Rebel Battle Plans.
Randomly draw one card from the Confederate player’s hand
and place in the Discard deck. OR, Play during any Confederate Counterattack or Union Assault before dice are rolled.
Confederate player may not play any cards that modify or add
dice to the Confederate roll, or which would allow or require
the South to re-roll dice for a single Counterattack or Assault.
Any played cards are returned to the Confederate hand (but
may be used again that turn).
Discard when played.

46) Extra Assault: One More Effort Boys!

Valiant Troops Launch Final Frontal Assault
Play immediately after a Union Assault across a Blue or Red
Line is repulsed (no VPs lost). Union conducts a 2nd Assault
(no additional Cannon Pawn required) on the same target; any
and all cards used by either side in the 1st Assault apply; more
cards may be played. Union pays twice VP cost if they lose the
battle a second time.
Discard when played.

47) Naval Assault: Engine Breakdown

Rebel Ironclad Engines Unreliable, Naval Squadron Tactics Affected
Play at the start of any round of combat where Confederate
Ironclad(s) are present. Roll one die for each at the start of
each round of combat. On a 5 or 6 it may not participate for
the duration of the combat. Place an “Engine Breakdown”
marker on each affected ship. It may not shoot nor be shot
at. Confederate warships & Batteries may not use “Sortie” or
“Shelter”—only Combined. If the CSA loses the battle (11.6)
eliminate affected Ironclad(s).
Discard when played.
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49) Tempest’s Wrath

Forces of Nature Conspire
Play on any one High Sea or Coastal Zone. All Confederate
ships in that zone must retreat to nearest Neutral Port in terms
of MPs. If two or more equidistant, the Confederate player
chooses the port and places a Storm! Ships In Port marker on the
ship(s) to indicate they may not move this turn. Retreating ships
may not be Intercepted. Ships on Blockade Station unaffected.
Retreating ship(s) use next nearest Port to avoid over-stacking.
Discard when played.

50) Extra Assault Die: William Tecumseh Sherman 1861-62

“I tell you, war is hell”
Play at the start of any Union or Confederate Assault across a
Red Line. The Union rolls one additional die for the Assault.
May be used in only one Assault per turn.
Retain face-up.

51) Card Steal: General Incapacitated

Stress, Illness, Loss of Effectiveness Removes Confederate General
Play at the moment any Confederate Assault or land space defense is defeated. The Union player may force the Confederates
to discard one of the following cards if it is actively in play: Lee,
Longstreet, J.E. Johnston, or Stonewall Jackson. Union
choice of Leader: Selected Confederate Leader does not need
to be involved in the Assault.
Reshuffle into deck after played.

52) Coaling Station

Play on any one Sloop, stack of Sloops or one Command counter
containing only Sloops as it enters any Blockade Station. That
formation gains 6 additional MPs. May not play while any CSN
Gunboat or Ironclad occupies that Station.
Reshuffle into deck after played.

53) Miscommunication

Play immediately in response to any Confederate card play:
that Confederate card is returned to the Confederate player’s
hand and may not be played again this turn.
Discard when played.

54) Naval Assault: Samuel Francis Dupont

48) Extra Assault Die: Siege Train

The Roar of the Guns
Play at the start of any Union Assault conducted across a Red
Line. The Union rolls one additional Battle die.

At the conclusion of the combat roll one die (+2 die roll modifier if the
Union won): 1-3 = card is reshuffled into deck; 4-6 = card is returned
to player’s hand, but may not be used again this turn.

“The finest officer in the navy, but…”
Play at the start of Ship vs. Battery combat. Novel tactics
surprise and reduce effectiveness of enemy Batteries. Each
Confederate Battery rolls one less die in the 1st round of battle.
May use in only one Assault per turn.

If Union loses Assault, discard this card; if Union wins, retain card
face up. This card may be forced into discard by #110 Hulks, Rafts
& Chains.
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55) Card Steal: Diplomatic Pressure

May force discard of #83 Trent Affair and #62 Royal Navy
(if in play). Or, if played after Emancipation Proclamation, place
a Union Control marker in either European Port. While this
event is in effect, no Raider or Blockade Runner may enter, be
built in, or be placed in the designated port. When event played,
roll a die for each ship in that port: 1-3 it is seized (sunk); 4-6
place in that port’s sea zone (USN may search/intercept).
Retain face-up.

23.2 CSN (Cards 56-110)

56) Naval Assault: Infernal Machines

Play at the start of any Union attack on a Confederate Port or
Fort. Roll one die for each Union ship present. On a 5 or 6 the
ship has been struck by a mine or torpedo and immediately
retreats (10.36)—that ship does not participate in the battle.
Remaining Union ships may either fight or Retreat before
Combat Dice are rolled. Confederates gain 2 VPs if all Union
ships retreat.
Reshuffle into deck at end of next turn when played.

57) Production: A Lively Little Trade

Corrupt Union businessmen buy contraband cotton from smugglers
Play in Confederate Supply Phase after die/dice are rolled.
Confederate player may reroll one or more of the die/dice.
Discard when played.

Retain face-up. Discard if Union captures Richmond and this card
was used.

61) Maximillian

Emperor of Mexico aids Confederacy
Play only if Trent Affair has been played.
Play at any time. During each Confederate Build Phase place
one Blockade Runner at no cost in Vera Cruz. In addition,
Confederates subtract one from their Supply Roll for each
of: Galveston, Arkansas Post, Vicksburg and New Orleans in
their control.
Retain face-up. The Emancipation Proclamation cancels all
effects and removes card from game.

62) Royal Navy

USN barred from European waters

Play only if Trent Affair has been played.
Play at start of Union Build Phase. Union vessels may not enter
European Sea Zones (Channel and Bay of Biscay). Any there
must immediately displace to Mid-Atlantic. Union player must
build or remove three Screw Sloops from map to place on this
card. Ships must remain here unless card is negated, at which
time they are placed in the Navy Yards.

Retain face-up. Remove from game if Emancipation Proclamation
(17.3) occurs. Before Emancipation, may be forced into discard by #55.

63) CSS Alabama

58) Production: Corruption

“He is so corrupt the only thing he would not steal is a red-hot stove.”
~ Abraham Lincoln
Play at the start of any Union Build Phase. Each Union ship
built this turn costs one additional Build (i.e., Ironclads cost
3, all other ships cost 2). An extra Cannon Pawn costs 5. If #2
David Dixon Porter or #3 Yankee Guns is in play, one of
these cards of Confederate choice is reshuffled into the deck.
Discard when played.

59) Land Assault Cancelled: Mud-Bound

“The ground seems liquid earth… We are mud-bound” ~ Ormsby
Mitchell
Play at the instant the Union player announces an Assault across
a Red Line. That attack does not take place and the Union
Cannon Pawn that was to be used in the Assault is forfeited.
Another Assault may be used to attack the City this turn. May
not affect a Union Assault derived through card play.
Discard when played.

60) Land Assault Reroll: Bobby Lee

cards which allow a reroll. May be used to defend against multiple Assaults on Fredericksburg/Richmond.

Play at any time. Confederate may reroll one or two dice for any
Assault or Confederate counterattack involving Fredericksburg
and/or Richmond. May not be used with other Confederate

Raider, Commander Raphael Semmes
Play during the Confederate Build Phase to place one Raider,
as the Alabama, in either European Port. That Raider adds one
(+1) to the die in Combat and Speed Rolls for the remainder
of the game.
Retain face-up. Remove from game if Alabama sunk.

64) CSS Shenandoah 1861-63

A Most Effective Raider
Play during the Confederate Build Phase to place one Raider, at
no cost, as the Shenandoah, in either European Port. That Raider
adds two (+2) to the die in Raiding rolls for the remainder of
the game.
Retain face-up. Remove from game if Shenandoah sunk.

65) CSS David

Torpedo Launch
Play at any time in a Port or Blockade Station. Select one Union
ship as a target. Each player rolls one die. If the Confederate
roll is higher, the Union ship is sunk. Modify Confederate die
roll by +1 if there is only a single Union ship in the Port or
Blockade Station.
Discard when played.
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66) The Don

73) CSS Hunley

Discard if designated ship is sunk or at end of turn.

Discard when played.

Screw-propelled Blockade Runner
Play on any one Blockade Runner that attempts to Evade.
Provides a +1 to its Speed Roll for the remainder of the turn.
May play after die is rolled.

67) CSS Advance

Blockade Runner with 20 successful runs before being captured.
Play on any one Blockade Runner that attempts to Evade.
Provides a +1 to its Speed Roll for the remainder of the turn.
May play after die is rolled.
Discard if designated ship is sunk or at end of turn.

68) The Banshee

First ship built specifically to be a Blockade Runner, and returned
700% on its investment.
Play on any one Blockade Runner as it unloads its Cargo. That
Cargo is worth an additional 2 VPs.
Discard when played.

69) CSS Robert E. Lee

1861

Blockade Runner
Play on any one Blockade Runner as it unloads its cargo. That
Cargo is worth an additional 1 VP.
Discard when played.

70) Naval Assault: CSS Virginia

Ironclad
At start of Naval Combat in an Ocean Port, place one Ironclad
in that port at no cost as the Virginia. Add one (+1) to its combat die in each round. If hit in combat, it retreats rather than
sinks. If no place to retreat to (10.36), hold this Ironclad aside.
If Confederates victorious, replace it on the space. If Union
wins, the set-aside Virginia is sunk.
Ironclad remains if it survives combat. Discard if Virginia sunk.

71) Naval Assault: CSS Manassas

Ironclad Ram
At the start of any Naval Combat in one Ocean or River Port,
place one Ironclad in that port at no cost as the Manassas. At
the start of any naval combat, select one Union ship as a target.
Each player rolls one die. If the Confederate roll is higher the
Union ship is sunk.
Ironclad remains if it survives combat. Discard if Manassas sunk.

72) Naval Assault: CSS Gaines

CSS Gaines
At the start of any round of combat designate one Gunboat as
the Gaines. Treat that Gunboat as if it were an Ironclad for all
purposes for the duration of the Combat.
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Submarine
Play at any time on any one Union ship in any one Blockade
Station. Roll one die: 1-2 = no effect; 3-4 = the vessel is immediately sent to the Northern Navy Yards Box; 5-6 = vessel sinks.

74) CSS Stonewall 1861-63

Ocean-going Ironclad-Raider
Play during the Confederate Build Phase to place one Raider,
at no cost, as the Stonewall, in either European Port. For the
remainder of the game, the vessel moves as a Raider, but takes
speed checks and Battles as an Ironclad. It also ignores the first
hit inflicted on it in each Battle.
Retain face-up. Remove from game if Stonewall is sunk.

75) CSS Albemarle 1861-63

“Elliott’s Ram”
Play at the start of any Confederate Movement Phase. Place
one Ironclad as the Albemarle in any Confederate controlled
Port on the South Atlantic, Chesapeake or Hatteras Sea Zones.
Albemarle may move & attack into those Sea Zones with a +1
to its Combat die and ignores the first hit.
Retain face-up. Remove from game if Albemarle is sunk.

76) Production: Red River Fiasco 1861-62

“Time to take some cotton”
Play at the start of any Union Build Phase when the Union
controls New Orleans. Union either builds or removes from the
map (or a combination) to place one Ironclad and two Gunboats
on this card. At the start of the next Union Movement Phase
roll one die for each vessel: 1-3 = ship is sunk, 4-6 = place ship
in New Orleans. All ships are sunk if New Orleans is no longer
in Union control. Then roll one die for Confederate VPs.
Discard when played.

77) Lee Moves North

The Army of N. Va. Invades Maryland
Play at the start of the Union turn. If played before 1864, Union
may not attack Fredericksburg, Richmond, Goldsboro and
Norfolk this turn. If played in 1864 or later, the Union forfeits
one Cannon Pawn. Card #60 Bobby Lee does not have to be
in play in order to use this card.
Discard when played.

78) Card Deck Reshuffle: Mallory’s Miracle

1861

Innovative Secretary of the Navy Commandeers Materiel to Secretly
Build an Ironclad
Play at any time. Place one Confederate Ironclad in any Confederate Port, even in one being attacked by Union vessels.
Reshuffle all discards, including this, into the Confederate deck.

Discard at end of combat or if ship is sunk.
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79) Extra Assault Die: Longstreet

1861

“My Old Warhorse”
Play at the start of any Land Combat. Place the Longstreet
marker on that space. Confederate player rolls one additional
die in the Combat. May use in defense against all Assaults on
that space and in one Counterattack each turn (Longstreet
then defends that space). Longstreet may be used in a different space each turn.
Retain face-up.

80) Land Assault Reroll: “Rally, Men!”

“For God’s Sake, Rally! This is the Place for Brave men to Die” ~
S.D. Lee
Play at the start of any Assault or Confederate Counterattack,
before any dice are rolled. Confederate player may twice reroll
any or all Confederate Combat Dice.
Discard when played.

81) Naval Assault: Mosquito Fleet

Play at the instant any Union ships enter a Confederate Port
or Fort. The effect of this card depends on a Confederate die
roll: 1-2 = take a CSN card from the Draw Pile; 3-4 = take one
Gunboat to participate in the Naval Battle for that space; 5-6
= take two Gunboats to participate in the Naval Battle for that
space. Placed Gunboat(s) may not exceed space stacking limit.
Reshuffle into deck.

85) Less 1 Assault Die/No Rerolls: Nathan Bedford Forrest
1861

“That Devil Forrest”
Play at the start of any Union Assault across a Red Line. The
Union rolls one fewer die in the Assault and may not reroll
any die/dice.
Discard when played.

86) Naval Assault: CSS Tennessee

The Triple-layered Monster
At the start of any Naval Combat in one Ocean or River Port
place one Ironclad in that Port, at no cost, as the Tennessee. That
Ironclad ignores the first hit inflicted upon it.
Ironclad remains if it survives combat. Discard if Tennessee sunk.

87) Card Deck Reshuffle: Cotton is King

Indian Cotton Crops Fail
Play at the start of any Confederate Player Turn. Every European Cargo unloaded this turn is worth an extra VP. In addition, if #83 Trent Affair is not yet in play, Confederate may
search and retrieve it from the deck; or if #55 Diplomatic
Pressure is in play, its Union Control marker is removed and
card #55 is discarded.

Reshuffle Confederate deck and discards, then discard #87 Cotton
is King.

88) Battery: P.G.T. Beauregard

82) Card Steal: A Rose by any other name…

Rose O’Neal Greenhow, Confederate Spy
Widowed Washington hostess gleans and passes information
on to the Confederacy. Play at the start of any Confederate
player’s turn. Draw two cards at random from the Union hand.
Examine them, discard one and return the other to the Union.

“The Little Napoleon”
Play during Confederate Build Phase. Confederacy may place
one additional Battery this turn. This Battery must be placed
in a City, Port or Fort, and may be in addition to any other
Battery placed there this turn (up to the stacking limit of three
Batteries).

Discard when played.

Reshuffle into deck at end of next turn when played.

83) Trent Affair

89) Extra Assault: John Bell Hood 1861-63

Europeans outraged over Union removal of CSA diplomats from
neutral ship
May not play if Emancipation has occurred.
Play at any time. Confederates receive one free Blockade Runner in either European Port. Allows play of #61 Maximillian
and/or #62 Royal Navy.
Retain face-up. Remove from game if Emancipation Proclamation
occurs. Before Emancipation, may be forced into discard by #55
Diplomatic Pressure.

84) The Douglas

(Margaret & Jessie)
Confederate agents purchase Isle of Man steamer. Play at the
start of any Confederate Movement Phase. Place one Blockade
Runner in the France & England Port at no cost and automatically loaded with a 2 VP or 1 VP Cargo (if available).
Discard when played. May be voided by Union play of #55 Diplomatic Pressure.

“Advance and Retreat”
Play during any Confederate Move Phase. The Confederacy
may immediately, at no cost and without expenditure of a Cannon Pawn, launch a Counterattack. If the Counterattack fails,
however, the VP cost is doubled.
Reshuffle into deck at end of next turn when played.

90) “Frankly, My Dear…”

Roguish celebrity sailor of fortune eludes blockade
Play immediately and in response to any Union card that would
assist the Union in intercepting/searching for a Blockade Runner. That Union card is negated and discarded. The Confederate
Blockade Runner on which this card is played is designated
Rhett and is immune to further Union cards and interception
during this turn.
Discard when played.
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91) Extra Assault Die: J.E. Johnston

“The Gray Cunctator”
Play at the start of any Union Assault. The Confederacy rolls
one additional Battle die for Assaults on that space.

After all Assaults on that space are resolved, roll one die and add a +2
die roll modifier if the Confederacy won: 1-3 = Pres. Davis removes
Johnston from command and this card is reshuffled into the deck; 4-6
= card is returned to player’s hand (place Johnston Available marker
in view of both players).

92) Tempest’s Fury

Winds of War; Wrath of God
Play on any one Coastal Sea Zone. All Union ships in that Sea
Zone (including Blockade Stations) must retreat to a Union
controlled port in that or an adjacent Sea Zone. Or, if there are
none, to the nearest Union Controlled Port in terms of MPs
(Union player’s choice if two or more are equidistant). Place a
Storm In Port marker on the ship(s). Ships go to Navy Yards
to avoid overstacks.
Discard when played.

93) Herrera & Co.

Havana Agents for the Morgan Line
Place four 1 VP Cargo markers in each of Havana, The West
Indies, Bermuda & Nassau. The first Blockade Runner to Load
Cargo in each of these Ports adds one of these markers to its
normal Cargo (e.g., may carry two 1 VP Cargo pieces). If four
1 VP markers are unavailable, fewer may be taken.
Discard when played.

Special Card Note: The Confederates must place at least four 1VP markers, one
per Port if available. Up to four 1 VP markers may then be placed in each Port,
completely at the Confederate player’s option, subject to the game’s counter limits
(e.g. thirteen 1 VP Cargo markers).

94) To the Dark Shores

Place three 1 VP Cargo markers in each of Brazil, Africa and
Ponta Delgado. The first Blockade Runner to Load Cargo in
each of these three Ports adds one of these markers to its normal
Cargo (e.g., may carry two 1 VP Cargo pieces). If three 1 VP
markers are unavailable, fewer may be taken.
Discard when played.

Special Card Note: The Confederates must place at least three 1VP markers, one per
Port if available. Up to three 1 VP markers may then be placed in each Port, completely
at the Confederate player’s option, subject to the game’s counter limits (e.g. thirteen 1
VP Cargo markers).

95) Battery: Tredegar Iron Works

Play at the start of any Confederate Build Phase in which
Richmond is in Confederate control. Richmond produces two
Batteries instead of one this turn.

Reshuffle into deck at end of next turn when played. Remove card
from game if Richmond falls to Union (“Arsenal Razed”).
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96) Francis Nathaniel Bonneau

The Most Daring Blockade Runner
Play at the start of any Confederate Move. Place a Blockade
Runner as the Bonneau loaded with a 2 VP Cargo in Havana.
It is immune to Union cards and interception this turn.
Replace the Bonneau with a generic Blockade Runner at the
end of this turn.
Reshuffle into deck.

97) Card Steal: Lincoln and his Generals

Defeated General Dismissed
Play at the moment any Union Assault is defeated. The Confederate player may force the Union to Discard one of the following cards if it is actively in play: #8 Grant Takes Command,
#50 Sherman, #11 Sheridan or #34 Loose the Fateful
Lightning. Choice of card is Confederate.
Reshuffle into deck at end of next turn when played.

98) Rebel Yell 1861-62

Confederate Defiance Spurs War Effort
Play any time before a turn’s Build Phase. The Confederate
player may draw three cards from the deck. This event may
not be played the same turn in which it is drawn. Confederate hand limit of 6 cards may be temporarily exceeded until
Production Phase.
Discard when played.

99) Battery: The Queen’s Artillery

Blockade Runners unload European Ordinance
Play when unloading a 2 VP Cargo. Instead of gaining VPs for
that Cargo, the Confederacy may immediately place a Battery
in any Confederate Port, Fort or City up to stacking limit of
three Batteries. May not be used if #40 Satin & Lace, No
Guns is in play.
Reshuffle into deck at end of next turn when played.

100) Battle Flags North!

May not play if Atlanta or Chattanooga in Union control.
Play at the start of the Union turn. Union may not conduct
an Assault on Louisville, Nashville, Forts Henry & Donelson,
Chattanooga, Kennesaw Mt., Corinth, or Atlanta this turn. If
played in 1864 or later, Union loses a Cannon Pawn instead.
Reshuffle into deck at end of next turn when played.

101) Battery and Naval Assault: Ring of Fire

Hidden Batteries Overwhelm Invading Ships with Intense Fire
Play at the start of any Ship vs. Battery Combat (before Mortar
Boats roll dice). Add one free Battery (up to stacking limit of
three Batteries). All Batteries fire three dice instead of two in
the first round of combat.
Discard when played.
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102) Card Steal: Matthew Brady

The “Shutter” of Horror
Play at the instant a Union player loses an Assault. The Confederate player gains 2 VPs instead of 1 VP for each point of
difference between the high and low Assault dice. Union Player
discards one card drawn at random from his hand (if the Union
player has no card to discard from his hand, he must discard
one face-up card chosen at random if any available).
Discard when played.

103) Extra Assault: Uprising!

Rouse the State Militia. Take back the homeland.
Confederates may launch, at no cost, and without an expenditure of a Cannon Pawn, a Counterattack on any Confederate
City, Port or Fort in Union Control. That Counterattack may be
made on an isolated space in exception to 11.9’s restriction (e.g.
regardless of communications line connections or lack thereof ).

109) Miscommunication

Play immediately in response to any Union card play. Union
card is returned to the Union player’s hand and may not be
played again this turn. May not be played to delay #36 If it
takes all Summer…
Discard when played.

110) Naval Assault: Hulks, Rafts, & Chains

Rebels Block Harbor, River
Union ships delayed by obstacles. Play at the start of any Ship
vs. Battery Combat. Each Battery adds one (+1) to its die when
firing in first round of Combat; or force #54 Samuel Francis
Dupont into Union discard deck.
Reshuffle into deck at end of next turn when played.

Reshuffle into deck at end of next turn when played.

104) Two Extra Assault Die: Stonewall Jackson

Like a Stone Wall
Confederate player may search the deck and take #60 Bobby
Lee (then reshuffle that deck, but not discards). Confederates must use Jackson alone or with Lee in every Assault or
Confederate Counterattack involving Fredericksburg and/or
Richmond. Confederacy receives two bonus Assault dice.

After each such use, roll one die; on a 5-6 Jackson is killed and remove
card from game. Otherwise, retain face-up.

105) Less One Assault Die: Cold Harbor

1861

Green Troops Launch Human Wave
Play at the start of any Assault. Union attackers roll one fewer
die and Union VP loss is doubled if the Union loses this Assault.
Reshuffle into deck.

106) Most Brilliant Daredevil

Raider Captain switches ships, turns captured prize into Raider
Play on any Raider. Modify all Speed Rolls for that ship by
+1 for an entire turn (Confederate and Union Player Turns).
May not play on Shenandoah, Stonewall, or Alabama Raiders.
Discard at end of turn.

107) Extra Assault: The South Shall Rise

Play immediately after the Union wins an Assault. Union gains
VPs and places control marker as usual, but the Confederate
player then immediately Counterattacks that City, Port or Fort
at no cost and without expending a Cannon Pawn.
Discard when played.

108) Production: Foreign War Profiteers

24. Maps for Game Setup
23.1 1861 Game Start

See page 40 (Play Book’s back cover) for a diagram showing
at-start units set up for the (basic) 1861 game.

23.2 1862 Game Start

“Lucre, Filthy Lucre!”
Play during any Confederate Build Phase. Roll one die for each
Neutral Port. On a 5-6, place one Blockade Runner there at no
cost. Does not apply to Vera Cruz if #61 Maximillian is in play.
Discard when played.

The raider CSS Nashville in Southampton, England, December 1861.

See page 39 (Play Book’s inside back cover) for a diagram showing at-start units set up for the (optional) 1862 game.
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25. Linking Rebel Raiders with
Iron & Oak
25.1 General Concept

25.11 At the discretion of both players, either agreed to in
advance per their defined criteria (e.g. a naval engagement involving a particular number or type of ships) or as an occasional
opportunity; a Rebel Raiders on the High Seas (RR henceforth)
naval engagement will not use that game’s combat rules with
related die modifications from cards. Instead, the players employ
Iron & Oak (I&O henceforth) ships and game components to
resolve that naval battle.
25.12 To accomplish this, when such an agreed upon naval
combat results, the RR ship and/or Battery pieces are removed
from the map and set aside.

25.2 Setting up a RR Naval Engagement in I&O

The following step‐by‐step procedure is used to select ships and
I&O playing map features to resolve a RR naval combat. Players
should reference the I&O/RR Roster of Ships:

25.21 RR contains ship pieces for selecting specific I&O vessels when resolving a RR naval combat using the I&O game.
Separate Union pieces by class of ship: Gunboat, Ironclad, and
Screw Sloop placing each into a “randomizer” (e.g., coffee cup)
for when needed. Do the same for Confederate ship classes:
Gunboat, Ironclad, and Raider.

25.22 If a specific RR card‐generated ship is involved (e.g., card
#19, USS Monitor), that card is disposed per normal RR rules,
(e.g., for card discard at the end of a battle, but none of that
card’s other features/influences are used). The specific named
ship is removed from the “randomizer” and set aside.
25.23 If a generic Raider ship piece is involved: Gunboat,
Ironclad, Raider, or Steam Sloop: the needed class of ships
available are placed into a randomizer and one is selected for
each RR piece. Such selected pieces are set‐aside or placed on
the map atop the generic RR piece (for players desiring to create a ship’s campaign).

25.24 For Confederate shore defenses/fortifications, if any are
involved, these vary depending on the number of RR Battery
pieces in the combat space. See 25.6.

25.25 To determine I&O shoals and unique coastline configurations, the RR map space where combat is to take place dictates
the I&O battle environment as either: open water, coastal, or
river. See I&O rules book for details.

25.26 Since RR cards can be selected multiple times during a
game, the next time a given RR card is selected (e.g., card #19,
USS Monitor), that particular ship is not selected. Instead,
another ship of the same class is randomly selected. The piece
set‐aside may be replaced in the “randomizer” per 25.33 if the
needed ship in that class is unavailable.
25.27 Battles may involve ships from a prior I&O naval engagement’s resolution. In such an instance, do not employ the
randomizer; instead, take the specifically-identified ship piece
from the RR map and deploy its I&O representation per rule 3.
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Example 1: RR card #70, CSS Virginia, has been selected twice
during a game and it is time to set‐up a battle resolution using
I&O. Regardless of the fate of the original Virginia (see rule 25.3),
another Confederate Ironclad must be selected for this latest play
of card #70.
The Confederate player randomly chooses the CSS North Carolina
from the randomizer. I&O’s ship card for the CSS North Carolina is then selected from that game’s components for resolution of
the battle.

Example 2: A Union naval force of six Steam Sloops under Farragut is attacking a single Confederate Battery defending Galveston.
Three Union Sloops are already identified from prior I&O-resolved
naval battles: USS Hartford, USS Kearsarge, and USS Brooklyn. These three ship pieces are set aside for the upcoming I&O
battle and supplemented by three other Sloop pieces drawn from
the “randomizer”. The six now specifically-identified Union Sloops
are now ready for their I&O naval combat resolution.
25.28 Players may wish to reference an IRON OAK / REBEL
RAIDERS SHIP ROSTER which is available within GMT’s
website for the RR game. It contains a detailed list of various
Confederate and Union vessels.

25.3 Battle Results

The specific ships, shore defenses, and/or shoal‐coastline demarcations for an I&O battle resolution are deployed on the
I&O map and combat resolved using I&O game mechanics.

25.31 If a ship withdraws from an I&O battle, it must have a
legitimate route of retreat out of the RR naval combat space.
If no such retreat route exists, no withdrawal may be made and
the ship is eliminated.

25.32 Surviving ships keep their specific pieces, which were
drawn from the randomizer, on RR’s map. Place the ships in
whatever RR map spaces they would occupy after the battle.
Thereafter, these pieces become regular RR pieces.

25.33 Eliminated ships have their randomizer pieces set
aside. When a ship class has its randomizer emptied, these
set‐aside pieces “refresh” the randomizer for its continued use.
All set‐aside pieces are placed into the appropriate ship class
randomizer together.

25.4 Crew Quality

25.41 If a given ship engages in battle, the quality of its crew
may improve. Keep track of this with the I&O ship card. No
ship may have a crew quality better than elite. The I&O Campaign game employs potential grade increases (and decreases)
through the play of Crew Grade cards and the outcome of the
battle, (e.g., grade cannot increase if a battle is lost). There are
four grade levels in I&O: Elite, Crack, Average, and Green. In
I&O, grade may affect movement, combat or both. You can
modify a ship’s grade by any means the players agree to prior
to commencing a game or particular battle.
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25.5 Torpedoes, Hulks & Obstructions

25.51 I&O also supports torpedoes (mines), hulks, and heavy
and normal obstructions. The I&O Campaign game system
can randomly generate them or players could designate their
presence and use the I&O campaign system to place them on
the map. Should a RR card indicating such (e.g., card #110,
Hulks, Rafts, & Chains) be in play for a particular naval battle,
players desiring to use I&O should strongly consider this. See
the I&O rule book for details.

25.6 Batteries

Converting a RR Battery piece into I&O terms should be done
as follows:

25.61 One RR Battery: Use any one Confederate Battery except
the I&O Fort Morgan Fortress Battery.
25.62 Two RR Batteries: Use any two I&O Confederate Batteries except the Fort Morgan Fortress Battery.

25.63 Three RR Batteries: Use the Fort Morgan Fortress Battery plus any one other Confederate Battery.
Design Note: I&O has three two-section Batteries (Fort Gaines
Fortress Battery, Fort Morgan Water Battery, and Vicksburg
‘Bluffs’ Battery), as well as the four-section Fort Morgan Fortress
Battery (see below graphic for an example). Each section takes
the same number of hits/crew losses to put out of action, though
the “armor”—and especially the guns mounted—are different.
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Sample I&O Battery card:

Cpt. Raphael Semmes, commanding officer of the raider CSS Alabama,
leaning against the ship’s forward 7” (110-pdr.) rifled pivot gun.
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This illustration shows at-start units and markers set up in their proper positions for the 1862 (optional) game.

1862 Game Start Set-up Diagram
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This illustration shows at-start units and markers set up in their proper positions for the 1861 (basic) game.

1861 Game Start Set-up Diagram
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